Established in 1973, we are the oldest gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered organization in the state of Colorado. Many of the major cities in the western United States and Canada have a Court System in their community, and we are a chapter in The International Court System.

The Imperial Court of the Rocky Mountain Empire, or ICRME, has expanded during its existence. Over the years, we have broadened our definition of the community to read as the gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender community. We continue to hold functions for the enjoyment of this community, but most importantly, we have remained committed to raising money for charitable organizations and helping those in our community who need assistance.

In 1965, a Court System originated in San Francisco for camp fun. From that beginning, camp titles such as Emperor and Empress were derived. Those positions served as co-presidents of the organization. The Court System was designed to be a social and community service organization.

Elected officers and representatives of the communities were tasked to achieve the following goals:

* Further relationships with businesses and organizations within their communities

* Hold functions for the enjoyment of the gay and lesbian community

* Raise money for charitable organizations

* Help those in their communities who needed assistance

Throughout the years, the Court System has raised hundreds of thousands of dollars collectively to channel back into charitable, social, and political causes.

The Imperial Court of the Rocky Mountain Empire has been in existence since 1974, and we are one of the oldest gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered organizations in the state of Colorado. Many of the major cities in the western United States and Canada have a Court System in their community. In essence, we are a chapter in an international organization.

Coronation (a gala function held once yearly), is where voters from within the boundaries of our realm, which ranges from Castle Rock to the Wyoming Border, crown the newly elected Emperor and Empress. This is significant, as the community has a voice in selecting who they want to represent them in their organization’s fund-raising capacity. Our members also attend Coronations throughout the United States and Canada representing the Northern Colorado area to further relations with outside communities.

The Imperial Court of the Rocky Mountain Empire, or ICRME, has expanded during its 42 years of existence. During this time, we have broadened our definition of community to read as the gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered community. We continue to hold functions for the enjoyment of this community. Most importantly, we have remained committed to raising money for charitable organizations and help those in our communities who need assistance.

In the last 15 years, we have given away close to a million dollars to charities and non-profit organizations in Colorado. A variety of shows are held each week with a designated beneficiary which will be the recipient of the proceeds collected.

In addition to the shows that are held, many Court Members take part in other community-based activities that call for the giving of time instead of money. Some examples are:

* Funding and handing out Thanksgiving meal baskets during the CAP Thanksgiving Food Drive

* Partnering with our local GLBT Sports teams

In 1994, The White Rose Scholarship Foundation was created. A program of the Rocky Mountain Court System Inc., this foundation was created to award scholarships to Northern Colorado residents, enabling them to continue their college education. The money is donated directly to the schools with the stipulation that the scholarship award is to be used for tuition or to purchase textbooks. The eligibility criteria are that the applicant must reside in Colorado and attend an accredited higher learning institution.

Our organization is open to anyone and everyone. Our members represent every aspect of society. A person's gender, ethnicity/race, background, sexual orientation, or lifestyle has no bearing on acceptance within our organization. Everyone is welcome.

If you would like to become involved in the ICRME, watch for regular updates on our website about our organization and upcoming events.
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An Online Digital Celebration!
The Girls of 42

Want to Celebrate Reign

46 and 47

It Was a Tough Couple of Years
Thank You For Your Hard Work!
King Father 46
Gregg Looker congratulates Emperor 46 Karl Wesley, Prince Royale 46 Jio and the 46th Reign on a tumultuous year!
Congratulations!
Emperor 46 Karl Wesley
&
The Members of Reign 46
On a wonderful year

Love Your Friends & Members of
The Royal Court of the Golden Spike Empire
Along With Reign 45
The Reign of Happiness, Entertainment, Love & Laughter

Emperor XLV
Nubbs from Hell

Regent Monarch XLV
Austyn Riley from Hell

Prince Royale XLV
Mr. Dave

Princess Royale XLV
Luna Starr from Hell

Crown Princess XLV
Sapphire Rose Cha’nel
Good Evening,

I would like to say that this year has been magical, but it was not all that it should have been. Coronavirus ended Reign 46 and didn't allow us to finish with the bang that we were hoping to happen. Due to Alexander Sexton with assistance from Johnny Romero; we were able to have this night to complete what was started. I am honored to be able to thank them both from the bottom of my heart.

Much thank you to all of the courts far and wide that showed their love as I got to show up for their events.

I would like to thank Jazmine James, Tyler Bohn, Lala Shearz, and Colter Cordova for reminding me to keep my head up.
Thank you to Lushus La'Rell for helping make Snowball a success.
Thank you to The Denver Cycle Sluts especially my ESS, Zoey Did-dum, for keeping me laughing along with my Personal Jesus, Fred Valdez for the love and support.

Thank you to everyone in the community who donated their time to help with the Holiday Drive especially the Denver Drag Kings.
Thank you to Bootzy Edward Collins for making me look like an amazing king and saying yes to being my personal entertainer.
Thank you Star Kirkland and Anna Rexik for allowing me to assist with their year and not letting me feel like I was forgotten.
Thank you Joe Salas and Bella C LeCher, you never said never and always listened, loved me.

Thank you to my Drag babies (Dannie, Maggi, Julian, Mary Cone, and Wild Cherry Quartz)
Thank you to my Drag Moms (CC De'Ore, Shanda LaVera, and Deneka Ashley St James)
Thank you to my Drag Dad (Santos Ashley St James)
Thank you to my Evil Pixie Twin, Wateer Xaris, who said breathe and slow down.I love you Sis!
Thank you Maverick Smith, my super Bro, anytime I asked you made it happen.

Emperor 46 Karl and Prince Royale 46 Jio: we did it. Keep on keeping in and never forget to fight the good fight.

Last but not least, a huge thank you to Gabibriella But'zin who went through it with me just about everyday. Either in person or in the phone day or night. I love and appreciate you and your creativity.

Thank you to Chance Purcell, you came into my life when I didn't think that I needed you. When in all actuality, I needed you the most. I love you Honey Bunny.

Thank you to my beautiful daughter, Babycat aka Zyanya. I did this for you to see that community does really exist. You are my everything!
To the community, I am and will always be in service to you and thank you for allowing me many years of love and performance and fundraising.

I will never forget this journey.

In Service to The Community

Ladycat LaVera De'Ore
Princess Royale 46
Good Evening and Welcome to a virtual celebration of the 46th Reign of the Imperial Court of the Rocky Mountain Empire. What a couple years this has been, and a chapter in my life that I won’t soon forget! As I look back I am glad that I took turned in my application, when I wasn’t entirely certain I wanted to be an Emperor and yes there are moments where I wish I hadn’t. I have been blessed to have meet so many wonderful individuals, I’ve been honored to learn so much about different courts, their history and their communities. To see children be given a Christmas they were not expecting, Scholarships to individuals to pursue their education, Individuals fighting a horrific disease be able to celebrate at a Prom style event. It’s been a journey I’m thankful I took, to be apart of this rich history not just in Denver, but the Court System as a whole.

Royal Court of the Golden Spike Empire - Salt Lake City, UT - You will always hold a very special place in my heart. My very first out of town Coronation several years ago and my very first out of town walk as a Monarch, it will always be a memory I cherish and hold close. Your members have treated me so kindly and always been a phone call away to help wherever needed. Thank you for your hospitality and I look forward to many more encounters.

Marita Gayle, you’ve been such a #DenverDreams cheerleader all year, you’ve made me laugh and shared some incredible stories with me, I am grateful to have meet you and honored to call you friend and look forward to many more conversations and coronations! Big hugs!

Imperial Sovereign Court of New Mexico - Albuquerque, NM - Well! What do I say here? I didn’t exactly represent myself in the best fashion, however many of you took the time to get to know me and give me a chance. I am humbled to call many of you my friends Brandon, Reyes, Jake, Elijah, D’Lite, Josh, and Egypt you have all taken care of me each time I venture down to Albuquerque and at a Coronation or two. You offered your homes or a room to share when I needed a place to stay. Filled in and offered to help me out when others left me in a bind. You’ve taken the time to check on me through my personal situations and ensure that I am okay. I will always be appreciative to you all and look forward to future Shenanigans and creating many long lasting memories. Thanks for everything!

Imperial Sovereign Rose Court - Portland, OR - What can I really say here! It was Incredible to walk into a city with such history, history within the Court System as well as legends in the community, and the welcoming of so many that I have admire for years and those I finally got to meet is something that I will take with me and will always look forward to returning to the Rose Court!

Mr Bill, Champagne, Poison, Daniel & JenuWine you have been there cheering me on and encouraging me all year, it’s such a pleasure I to know you and I look forward to seeing you all again.

United Court of the Pikes Peak Empire - Colorado Springs, CO - Oh Children! Anka you have always been a hoot, from UQC to Empress you are a wonderful human, never stop being you and being so crazy, your a class act! Nic and Autumn you both are such great and inspiring individuals to many, you state it as it is and work hard to drive your organization forward. Thank you for so many wonderful events I’ve gotten to attend and allowing me to give my first ever Invocation!

Wateer and Kori thank you for being my Out of Realm King Father & Queen Mother I have always admired you both, you welcoming and fun you bring such joy to events, I appreciate you so very much.

To all others in The Springs you all have made me feel so welcome and I look forward to every event I get to attend! Thank you all for being apart of the memories of my reign.

Imperial Rainbow Court of Northern Utah - Ogden, UT - Oh Salt Lakes Little…. child! Haha! I will remember your little town for sure, as soon as we got there you didn’t let us stop it was constant go go go. I enjoyed every single minute of it. Especially our own little “Water Party” yes it was really water! I had so much fun. A little town with a lot of personality. The bus tour that seemed to go forever but yet every stop was fun and enjoyable, especially the Tacos! I will always have enjoyed attending and will most certainly come back and enjoy in the festivities.

Empire of the Royal Sovereign Imperial Court of the Single Star Inc. - Houston, TX - You were my 24 hour turn around. But I had a blast with y’all, thanks for catching me at the airport and getting me to where I needed to be. Jose Mo from Fresno is was an honor to meet you at this coronation and build a long lasting friendship with you! Coco it was a highlight to finally get to meet you after all the stories I heard here in Denver and the Sugarbaker’s sure hold up to their name and Charm!

The Imperial Sovereign Court of Seattle - Seattle, WA - What a fun time! And my unofficial last out of realm walk, and what a better city to share that in! Off the plane and to the Bar for the Salt Lake/Denver Show was a blast!. And the rest of the weekend getting to meet so many wonderful people from around the Court System and make new friends. Boom Boom you are such a hoot you made me laugh and I will always appreciate your comment “Karl you have a great team there” when referencing my PRs. Rodeo “little of’ you’ you make me laugh and great to see there are others out there encouraging Fun and not being to serious!

Denver Bars & Businesses-Thank you for opening your doors and offering up your venues for us to be able to express our art and do our fund-raising. Without your generosity we could not be able to do what we do.

Lamar Cooper, Manny Sexton, and Alexander Sexton, Thank you for being such great Coordinators this year. You took over jobs that you weren’t really expecting to do. And you came in and blew it out of the ballpark. Without you we would’ve had mediocre events, but because of you I got to enjoy myself and create memories that will last a lifetime. Thank you so much for all you’ve done, from my announcement party talking me up, throughout this entire year, I appreciate you gentlemen so much.
46th Family – to those of you who stuck with it till the end, I want to thank you for all you’ve done this year. From shows to beer busts you kept faith in the organization to see it continue to go forward, I hope that you will continue this drive and never let anything or anyone detour you from giving back to your community! Thank you for being apart of the year, all you do when and where you can!

Jio - What do I say here? We started off as quite the incredible team, we locked horns a few times and got through it, unfortunately in the end that fire burnt out. I hope one day you’ll look back and realize who gave you this opportunity, who saw something in you and took a risk. I wish you the best in your future journeys and hope that it’s what you want and not what others make for you. Always remember this is about Community, giving back and helping those in need, the glitter and sequins are simply just fluff! There is a great person hidden deep down within and I wish you the best in uncovering him. Thank you for being my Prince Royale and co-DenverDream!

LadyCat – We’ve been friends for many years and this journey did not start off on the best foot however we were able to talk it out and rebuild our friendship and keep it moving. Thank you for your help in making my dreams become reality, thank you for sticking in there in tough situations and roughing it out till the end. I hope you always keep your fire and passion alive and strive to make a difference in the community. You bring much to the table, continue to be that fighter and remember the good, remember why we do this. And everything else is small potatoes.

Mom, I miss you so very much and I wish you could be here tonight to see what it is your crazy child does. Unfortunately you’ll never be able to read this but I want you to know how much I Love You! You taught me what true strength is, you showed me that giving up is not an option and that even when you hit rock bottom you can come out shining in the end. I will always be proud to call you my Mom! I will always love you! No matter where I am you will always be with me!

To all that were not mentioned, to those I met briefly in passing, to those who reached out on social media, those who pushed me forward I am grateful to you all for everything no mater how big or small, there have been SO many of you that have encouraged me and wanted to ensure my success, for that I will be forever appreciative to you.

And finally to those who tried to bring me down, the long tongue liars, the back biters, thank you for teaching me more than you ever intended to teach me! You taught me how to be a bigger person, how to walk taller and be stronger, you ignited my fire, my passion greater than you can imagine. Thank you for being promoters of my reign and giving me something to change minds about... who I really am! “the Karl Wesley that people love and adore.” Thank you for your continued lip service!

Always and Forever, to my family and my Community!
The Legend of Equus,
Emperor 46
the Karl Wesley
As we get near to the closing of this cycle, the end of this reign, the celebration of a new year, one can’t help but to feel like a mixed bag of emotions.

It was the Monday before coronation weekend, right before candidate number rehearsal, outside Blush n’ Blu Bar, where I got asked if I would consider being PR. I really didn’t know what all that entailed, but my mind is as racing and I was excited. All the dart dreaming came to an abrupt stop when the words “travel” came out of the soon to be Emperor’s mouth, I mean being a business owner, being self-employed, having employees that rely on me make it hard for me to do anything in town on the weekend, so traveling was a deal breaker for me... I’m very realistic and I do not sign up for anything that I know I can’t do, it’s not in my character...

May 26, 2019 - Salt Lake City
This road trip would not have been made possible without the assistance of E39 Ken Bazan, thank you for sharing your stories and knowledge on the way there and back.
This was my first out of realm coronation ever, this was all new to me and trying to soak in every second of it. It felt like home when I bump into E25 Kir Royale at the out of town show. This is the coronation where I’m sure I met most of the royalty I’m now friends with but was so much and so new to me that I don’t recall meeting everyone here, but they remember meeting me.
This is where the hashtag #denverdreams was born with the help of Queen Mother of All Utah, Marita Gayle.

June 1, 2019 - Albuquerque
This coronation weekend was unforgettable.

August 10, 2019 - Everett
Thank you Emperor 29 Randy Crystal Wolfe D’Ville for inviting me to be a guest to the dais and be part of your grand night. This coronation weekend will always be a memorable one: Emperor 23 Of Waco Texas, Jeff Janey and I got to spend a lot of time together, we lunched, went to Walmart, worked out and introduced me to another dear friend of mine Empress 37 of Bellingham Kayla Storm (Eric Jose). This is the first time I’ve fallen off during a performance (note to self- never climb on tables). This is the only coronation that I’ve worn two different outfits to.

October 19, 2019 - Portland
Another night full of life lasting memories and friendships... for one tiny second, this weekend really felt like home. There was so many of us, ICRM representing... it was good to see so many familiar faces. This is where I met one of my all time favorite people, Emperor 46 of San Francisco Leandro Gonzales. Emperor 18 of ICRM Gregg fell cause it was raining and the sidewalks were slippery. I lost an earring at the bar and blamed Empress 53 of San Francisco Pollo Del Mar for it. There was five of us sharing a suite at the hotel, so getting ready was fun.
The coronation ceremony was fantastic and it was a great pleasure to see Empress and Emperor 60 Kimberly Michelle Westwood and Daniel Surreal Fox step down. Kimberly, has always complimented my outfits and she did not fail to do so on her big night as she handed me her stepdown pin (It’s the little moments that count).

November 23, 2019 - Ogden
This is the first time I travel to a coronation with not only one, but two suitcases. Imperial Crown Prince 19 Atticus Wolf asked me to be his command performer, six months of friendship had turned into brotherhood and I truly couldn’t have been more honored. This same night I was also presented with the “Prince to Prince” award. The bus tour was an interesting one for sure, we made our first stop of the tour which didn’t last very long because the heterosexuals were upset the homosexuals were at the bar on the wrong side. I met my brother Kallan Bathke (Lucifer Storm Foxx) Imperial Prince 39, for the first time during this trip.

December 7, 2019 - Las Vegas
This is a coronation that due to unforeseen circumstances I almost didn’t get to go, but thanks to E38 of ICRM, Stephanie Paul for talking me into going and even offering to help pay for my room ...that’s why she’s my fairy godmother. Thank you once again to Emperor 23 Of Waco Texas, Jeff Janey for sharing his hotel room for me and hanging out with me. We got to go to the Apple Store to get my pods fixed cause non-working pods made the flight to Vegas so torturing. We went to The Avengers Headquarters, which was lots of fun and I got to introduce him to my favorite Taco joint in Vegas. I spent half of the coronation ceremony on the phone with one of my employees who set an alarm off at one the accounts we service... smh, but while outside I met some new AMAZING faces this is where I got to meet one of my all time favorites ... Lucinda Rear! I also got royalty from the Ontario court, Hrism Stan MacKenzie Storm and Trevor. I still can’t get over how Frontier lost my bag, all 49 lbs full of clothes and costumes... missing my Adam Lambert outfit.
February 22, 2020 - San Francisco
This trip was bittersweet in so many ways, it felt like the beginning of the end. I got to experience people wearing faces masks in public for the first time and it was just too confusing cause no one new if they were doing it to protect themselves or because they were carrying the COVID-19 virus... looking back at the experience, it sure made it easier for me to understand the mask mandate when it was implemented here at home. I got to learn a lot of history about our mother court from ICRME E18 Gregg Looker, we spent lots of fun times at the Castro and we kept bumping into everyone we knew. We celebrated National Tequila Day at hamburger Mary’s which turned my face brightly red. I helped HMIM Princess of the Americas, Bettie Pages with her crown and it was my first time helping someone in drag put a crown on over a wig and did not know all the pins it takes to make that happen. During this coronation is when I finally met in person one of my dearest friends, Grand Duke 41 TJ Wilkinson. I got to hangout with lots of people from the Imperial Court of All Alaska including Amable Junior Rosa (Glenn Coco). As PR I got to deliver the plates to the stepping down monarchs, Emperor 47 A.N. Terrill Grimes and Empress 54 Baby Shakes Munro, along with doing the court walk with E18 Gregg Looker, E19 John Menchaca, E25 Tom J and E38 Stephanie Paul of ICRME.

March 7, 2020 - Long Beach
The one stop that was coincidentally scheduled the same weekend as the fitting for my prince step-down outfit and it was one of my favorite ones. I got to meet my designer Thomas Ogden for the first time and I couldn’t have been more happier with what he came up with based on my vision. We had been planning this costume since end of September and I was floored to see it in person, he’s one of the most talented and sweetest human beings ever. I even got to go shopping with him and felt like a celebrity cause all the fabric stores know him by name.

I’m not sure if it was because by nine coronations in everyone was now familiar to me, but this coronation felt a lot like home away from home... there was lots of royalty from Albuquerque, I got to spend, eat and laugh with them all, Emperor Egypt Versace, Prince Royale 27 D'Lite DeLeon, Josh Ortiz-Hernandez (Atlas DeLeon), Kiki Stratton, Dahlia Rico-Stratton. I also got to spend time and meet some of the royalty from Fresno court Jose Mo, Maliyah Menage Martinez (Menage’s) and Lucinda Rear came to my rescue by providing the DJ with my music for the Out Of Town show. I had a good time talking and joking around with people during the bus tour Misty Blue and meeting Josh Krantz. This is home of my all time favorite person, Empress 48 of Long Beach Mahalia Nakita and I’m more than honored to have witnessed her celebration.

It is March 8th, I just walked my final out of realm walk as Prince Royale XLVI of The Imperial Court of The Rocky Mountain Empire, also I now have with me the costume I will be wearing five weeks from this Friday at my own PR Ball... where did time go? Can we make it stop for a second?

I guess be careful what you wish for because a pandemic has just hit and has literally stopped time... as of March 16 our PR Ball is postponed until further notice.

Please stay safe and Mask up... until we meet again,

Love,
The Ultimate Metallic Avenging Prince of Soul and Style
Jio
Reign 46 Imperial Family

Emperor - Karl Wesley

Prince Royale - Jio

Princess Royale - LadyCat LaVera De’Ore

Dowager Queen Mother for Life Empress II - Scotti Carlyle

King Father - Gregg Looker

Queen Mother - Gabriella Butzin

Grand Duke - Geoffery VanHelsing LeCher

Grand Duchess - Anna Rexik

Czar - Freddy Mendoza

Don - Big-Dee

Reigna - Michelle Fry

Baron - Betty Sparkles Butzin

Godfather - Lamar Cooper

Godmother - Lushus LaReil

Entertainer to the Reign - Star Kirkland

Entertainer to the Emperor - Ciera Mota LeCher

Out of Realm King Father - Wateer Xaris

Out of Realm Queen Mothers - Koriander Xaris & Shanda LaVera
The city was ready for excitement and fire and they found it in the election of Emperor and Empress VI, Mark Bovay and Christy Layne. While the drag community had always been supportive of the Court, the Leather community had been a bit hesitant. But with the completion of the 4th and 5th Reigns and the Emperors who were elected, the selection of Emperor VI, Mark Bovay solidified the support of the Leather Community for the Court. Both the Emperor and Empress were strong personalities and oftentimes this resulted in a loud discussion or decision. The one thing the Emperor and Empress always agreed upon was the support of their city and Empire.

By the time, the city was becoming loaded with other organizations – some inspired by the success of the Court. The sixth reign was the first to publish a revolving community calendar and court schedule. This reign also was the first to produce a cohesive mailing list and mailed out minutes of its meetings to interested individuals. Christi and Mark exceeded 200 meetings/events etc. during their reign. They were the first monarchs to organize a candlelight march around the State Capitol. The 6th Reign maintained an ongoing relationship by going to monthly meetings with the Tavern Guild in order to work together.

The lines of succession were also a very visible and busy part of the sixth reign. For the Empress, there were as Princess Royale, Tammi Lynn Noel; Crown Princess, Rae Bobian, Queen Mother (for life) Pearl Devere; Grand Duchess, Sonja Ozi; Czarina, Miski; Baroness, Judy. On the Emperor’s line their were Prince Royale, Ray Allen; Grand Duke, Gary Edwards; Crown Prince, Kenny McDonald; King Father for Life, Roger Dent, and Baron, Rick Linnane.

Christi appointed Lud Vallani as High Priestess to the Court for Life and Mark appointed Rick Linnane as Baron for Life.

The stepping down, “An International Leather and Rhinestone Fantasy” held for the 1st time at the Regency Hotel on April 26, 1980, was terrific and set the stage for the seventh reign.
Again, the city was ready for a year of energy and fun. The citizens of the Empire found these qualities in their sixteenth monarchs, Emperor and Empress XVI, Ken Barker and Bublz LaRue. The sixteenth reign made a special effort to be representative of the city in which they reigned. At out of town coronations, Ken and Bublz took bar advertisements, the community newspaper, matches, anything that advertised Denver and Colorado and took over hospitality room by chatting up Denver and its charms to everyone. The Sixteenth Reign also dedicated their Ball Program to the Tavern Guild in a salute to all the bars and businesses, which had been instrumental in supporting the Court. The city returned that favor at Ken and Bublz’ stepping down. The first act, dedicated to in-town business and organization entrances, consisted of the largest number of participants in the history of the Court. The sixteenth reign also managed to squeeze in a couple of firsts during their tenure. The “Adopt-a-Monarch” campaign was begun in order to help the lines of succession learn more about the Court’s history as well as to let the past monarchs know their experience and wisdom was sought and important. Also, upon their stepping down, the Crystal Empress tradition for all the Empresses of the ICRME began.

The Radisson hosted the PR Ball “A Tribute to the Silver Screen,” where the last elected Pit’s were chosen. “A Crystal Christmas,” the annual Snow Ball, and the King of Hearts Ball, “Oriental Express,” were both held at the Denver Turnverine.

The lines of succession played a huge part in the success of this reign. The 16th Reign was supported by Princess Royale, Cheryl Brouhard; Queen Mother, Pearl DeVere; Grand Duchess, Carissa Cambridge; Czarina, first was Casey O’Shea, then Christina Le Austin; Marquess, Rosa; Baroness, Miss Kitty; Countess, Kelli Marie and Reina Yvette Monet. Supporting His Majesty was the Prince Royale, Thom Frey; King Father, Ron Heath; Grand Duke, first was Mike LaSasso, then Ron Atkinson; Czar, Arthur Brown, Marquis, Tim Wulf; Baron, Dwayne Ohis; Count, Kevin Carlheim and Don, Buddy Cress. The Permanent titles for the 16th Reign were awarded to John Menchaca as Supreme Crown Prince for Life and to Kelli Marie as the Princess Regal, Keeper of Love and Laughter for Life.

The Regency Hotel, hosted “A Diamond Dynasty; China and the Universe in the Year 3000, A.D.” The sixteenth reign came to a close with a smashing success and with the dawn, came the beginning of the seventeenth reign.
Reign 46 — 20 Year Anniversary Monarchs

The Court of True Beauty and Strength
The Lion King Emperor of Pride and Distinction, The Legend of Pride Rock
Emperor XXVI John Lazo
The Millennium of the Crystal, The Purple moon Goddess of the Rockies
Empress XXVI Jazzanne Capri

The Twenty-Sixth Reign saw the election of two experienced and hard working leaders in the community, who were Emperor and Empress XXVI John Lazo and Jazzanne Capri. John and Jazz - in addition to being out going and very friendly on the International Court Circuit, were also a hardworking and dedicated team, in the city that elected them by raising over 75,000 dollars for different charities and Organizations that year.

They Raised over 3,000 for the Pink Ribbon Campaign, 3,400 for the Children's Hospital Burn Ward, 4,000 for the CAP Thanksgiving Food Drive, and over 4,000 for Rainbow House and also Continued to build strong relationships with other Organizations in the city like, C.G.R.A., Gala, Gay Pride, CAP, Rainbow Ally, and the GLBT Community Center...just to name a few.

Among the "First's" for this 26th Reign were the founding and beginnings of the 501c3 tax status for the court, holding monthly court and Council meetings back at the center after a very long absence, being named the "Court of Distinction" by Jose 1, The Widow Norton.... and being the first Monarchs to Host a Hospitality suite sponsored by Coors a Major beer Distributor with the help of Mr. Ernie Meastes and Mr. Scott Coors, and also hosting Coronation 27 with the Presence of The founder of the court system Her Imperial Majesty, Jose 1, The Widow Norton.

Snowball was held at the Executive Tower Inn and themed "Christmas in Rockefeller Center, While King of Hearts was held at Holiday Inn DIA and Themed "An Imperial Safari Through the Serengeti" and P.R. Ball was also at Holiday Inn DIA and Themed "East meets West, An Enchanted Evening on the Mississippi."

These Monarchs, as in the past, were blessed with a hard working line of succession which included Prince and Princess Royal Chuck Mecham and Jackie Summers, Grand Duke and Grand Duchess D.J. Clark and Jessica Scott, Czarina Alexis Del Ray Wolf, Marquis and Marquessa Stephan Gerow and Chamblee Tucker, Don and Reigna James Arnesh and Veronica St. Andrews, Count and Countess Jeffery Ralveya and Donna T., Baron and Baroness Coryn Fairchild and Bar-


John gave his Permanent title to Mikayla Royale as Imperial Crown Princess and Protector to the Lion's lair for life and Jazzanne gave her Permanent title to Jessica Scott as Keeper of the Purple Moon Goddess Friendship for life.

This fun and Exciting year came to a close at the Holiday Inn DIA with "An Egyptian Fantasy An Imperial Evening in Cairo" and sailed Down the Nile to make way for the birth of the 27th reign.
The 36th Reign took on many changes for their year. It was the last year that the Empress would host Snow Ball alone, and the last year the Emperor would host King of Hearts as a State Event. There would be an added function called the All Candidates Event to kick off the campaign season. Another big change for the ICRME would come in the form of a nationally recognized headliner at Coronation. The board of directors chose R&B recording artist CeCe Peniston as the headliner. Many changes were made to Coronation weekend based upon a private committee’s recommendations. The Monarchs were very gracious and allowed many changes to be made during their step down weekend.

Snow Ball 2009 “A Celestial Journey into the Antarctic Winter” was held on Saturday November 21st at the Sheraton Four Points Hotel, it would be the last state event held there. Horizon House and Urban Peak were the recipients of the evenings’ fundraising efforts. Twenty Year Anniversary Emperor Ken Barker created a spectacular winter set. It would be a tribute to his own Empress and her Snow Ball with three giant snowflakes center stage. Empress Sophia invited two reigning Empresses to be commands at Snow Ball, Empress XVII of the United Court of the Sandias, Aleah Rico; and Empress XXIX of the Imperial Court of Nebraska, Holly Day. Empress Sophia chose Urban Peak and Horizon House as the beneficiaries. Special thanks to Ball Coordinator Empress Sydney Andrews, Program Coordinator Emperor Gregg Looker and Set Designer Emperor Ken Barker. Empress Sophia awarded the Kinsey Award to Roby Frank for his years of service to the ICRME and his hard work for her. Emperor Allan’s King of Hearts “An Imperial Evening at the Chocolate Factory”, was held on Saturday February 20th at the Ramada Inn, a new venue for state events. Emperor Ken Barker created a special set for KOH and the Ball was coordinated by Emperor Lamar Cooper. Program design was created by Emperor Gregg Looker. Charities for KOH were CAP and Howard Dental Center. Coronation 37, “An Evening with the Tudors, A Royal British Coronation” was held on Saturday April 17th at the Renaisance Hotel. Emperor Michael Vrooman was set designer, Emperor Lamar Cooper and Empress Brandi Roberts were ball coordinators. Urban Peak and The Alzheimer’s Association were charity partners who would receive proceeds from Coronation. Empress Sophia named Kristen Ruby as The Iridescent Ruby of the Celestial Swan and Precious Gem to all Empresses for life and Emperor Allan named Jim Barry as Prince Consort to All Emperors for Life. We would be blessed with over 20 out of realm courts walking on Coronation ni.
ORDER OF THE EVENING – Friday, April 16th 2021

ACT I
A Celebration...Prince & Princess Royale 46

WELCOME
Introduction of the Emcee/Opening Remarks-
Emperor 46 Karl Wesley

Digital Presentation of Colors
National Anthems
Mexico, Canada, United States of America

Invocation
Rose Empress LXI JenuWine Surreal Beaute

Special Presentation: Platinum Sponsors

Introduction of Their Most Imperial Highnesses
Prince Royale 46, Jio
Princess Royale 46, Ladycat LaVera De’ore

Digital presentation of 10yr Anniversary PR’s
Prince Royale 36, Dan Yates
Princess Royale 36, Sue Anne Michaels

Special Presentation: POC Trans Lives Matter

Final Walk & Awards (Buddy/Joey)
Prince Royale 46, Jio

Final Walk & Awards (Roxy/Patty Anne)
Princess Royale 46, Ladycat LaVera De’ore

ACT II
A Celebration...Reign 46

Introduction of Their Most Imperial Highnesses
Prince Royale 46, Jio
Princess Royale 46, Ladycat LaVera De’ore
Introduction of His Most Imperial Majesty
Emperor 46, Karl Wesley

Opening Number
25yr Empress 21 Nicole Sommers

Command- Taryn Thru-U, Empress 32 & 43
Court of the Great Northwest Imperial Empire

40th Anniversary Monarch: Empress6, Cristi Layne

30th Anniversary Monarch: Empress16, Bublz LaRue

Intro of In-Town Businesses & Organizations

Special Presentation: Black Lives Matter

Command- Ginger Douglas

20th Anniversary Monarchs
Emperor 26, John Lazo
Empress 26, Jazzanne Capri

Command- Brad Busby Memorial, Emperor 28

Digital Intro of Out-of-Town Courts & Courts of Distinction

Anniversaries: The 6’s

Command- Jose Mo, Emperor 46 Fresno

Command- Egypt Versace, Emperor 27 New Mexico

Final Walk of His Most Imperial Majesty
Emperor 46 Karl Wesley

Presentation of the 46th Empire
Permanent Titles, Permanency of Prince & Princess 46

......el fin.
Board of Directors for Reign 47

Travis McKeaigg—President

Sydney Andrews—Empress 23 Vice President/Communications Chair

Richard Brendlinger—Emperor 42 CFO

Drew Juarez-Benedict Skywalker Emperor 47

Sophia More—Princess Royale 45 Corporate Secretary

Star Kirkland Empress 47

Freddy Mendoza Prince Royale 47

Anna Rexik Princess Royale 47

Stephanie Paul Empress 38—Member at Large
   Heir Apparent ICC to QM Nicole the Great

Brandi Roberts—Empress 19 College of Monarchs Representative

Richard Siemers—College of Cardinals Representative

Leon F—Member at Large

Matthew Romero—Member at Large
Congratulations to Cierra Mota Lecher!

You have made me proud since you were a little and I am so excited to be on this new journey with you now.

Continue to make me and the community proud.

♥ Auntie
College of Cardinals
ICRME Permanent Titles

Reign IV
Prince Royale IV, Lee Bacus (Deceased)
Princess Royale IV, Christi Layne
Knight of the Realm for Life, David "Boom Boom" Lorette (Deceased)
Crown Princess for Life to His Imperial Majesty, Deanna Anderson

Reign V
Prince Royale V, Patrick Weisenberger (Deceased)
Princess Royale V, Sherry Mendelsberg
First Imperial Prince of Love by Appointment of the Five Star Amazon Court Vaden Stanley (Deceased)
First Imperial Princess to all Emperors for Life & Imperial Advisor to All Empresses for Life, Linda Rose

Reign VI
Prince Royale VI, Ray Allen
Princess Royale VI, Tammy Lynn Noel
Prince of the Realm, Baron for Life, Rick Linnane
High Priestess to the Court for Life, Lud "Buddy" Villani (Deceased)

Reign VII
Prince Royale VII, Kenneth Morise (Deceased)
Princess Royale VII, Nina Montaldo
Imperial & Final Protector and Consort to Emperor 7, Spectrum of Love Governed by Burgundy, The Goddess of Love - Isis for Life, Scottie Carlyle

King Father I, Lee Zittle
Queen Mother I, Lola
King Father II, Ron Heath
Queen Mother II, Pearl Devere (Deceased)
King Father III, Gary Allsup (Deceased)
Queen Mother III, Nina Montaldo
King Father IV, Roger Dent (Deceased)
King Father V, Dave "Boom Boom" Lorette (Deceased)
King Father for Life - John Schlegel (Deceased)
Dowager Queen Mother for Life - Scottie Carlyle

Reign I
Prince Royale I, Rick Chamberland
Princess Royale I, Lola
Mother of the Realm, Mother Procopio
Dowager Queen of Denver, Doc Terry

Reign II
Prince Royale II, Ken McDonald
Princess Royale II, Billie Casandra (Deceased)
Guardian Angel of the Court for Life, Vivian Solomon

Reign III
Prince Royale III, Mark Bovay (Deceased)
Princess Royale III, Causha Lee Victoria (Deceased)
First Imperial Princess to all Emperors for Life, Linda Rose
College of Cardinals
ICRME Permanent Titles

Reign VIII
Prince Royale VIII, Hal Reiderman
Princess Royale VIII, Janelle Nieman
Empress of Empresses, Missy (Deceased)
Imperial Butterfly Princess for Life, Brandy Dennison
(Deceased)

Reign IX
Prince Royale IX, Steve Anger
Princess Royale IX, Jaye Sutherland
Keeper of Love and Laughter for Life, Bublz LaRue
First Imperial Princess of Love to All Empresses for Life by
Order of the 9th Cameo Empress, Vaden Andress,
Sandra Graves

Reign X
Prince Royale X, Carl Hudnall
Grand Duke to Emperor X for Life, Bill Hall
Diamond Butterfly Princess to Empress X for Life, Geri Drielig

Reign XI
Prince Royale XI, Deno Anderson (Deceased)
Princess Royale XI, Chenelle Austin
Lord High Chamberlain for Life, Gale Whittington
Lord High Baron to All Emperors for Life, Bill Richards

Reign XII
Prince Royale XII, Fred Valdez
Princess Royale XII, Mona Del Rey
Sir Vince, Knight of the Realm for Life to All Emperors,
Vince Kline
Imperial Countess of Love, Ashley Novak

Reign XIII
Prince Royale XIII, Vince Kline
Princess Royale XIII, Roxie Lamonde
Imperial Prince of Hearts for Life, Reggie Grove
Imperial Grand Dame for Life, Brandi Roberts

Reign XIV
Prince Royale XIV, Joe Sequenzia (Deceased)
Princess Royale XIV, Raye Bobian
Imperial Prime Minister for Life, Gary Allsupp (Deceased)
Father of the Realm, Keeper of the Imperial Palace for Life,
Bob Engel

Reign XV
Prince Royale XV, Michael West (Deceased)
Princess Royale XV, Brittany Michaels
Sir Kim, Knight of the Realm for Life to All Emperors,
Kim Kirchner
Imperial First Lady to All Empresses for Life, Monique LeBrey

Reign XVI
Prince Royale XVI, Thom Frey
Princess Royale XVI, Cheryl Brouhard
Supreme Crown Prince for Life, John Menchaca
Princess Regal, Keeper of Love and Laughter for Life,
Kelly Kayemart (Deceased)
Imperial Prince for Life from the College of Monarchs,
Gregg Looker
Reign XVII
Prince Royale XVII, James Nash (Deceased)
Princess Royale XVII, Stephanie Starr (Deceased)
Imperial First Gentlemen to All Empresses for Life, John Schlegel (Deceased)
Imperial Crown Princess of Legends, Joanna Rae

Reign XVIII
Prince Royale XVIII, Diane Deherrera
Princess Royale XVIII, Nicole Somers
Legendary Prince of Dreams for Life, Dwayne Ohls (Deceased)
Prince of the Fire and Ice Rose, Buddy Cressy (Deceased)

Reign XIX
Prince Royale XIX, Danette Cardenas
Princess Royale XIX, Patti Ann Cartier (Deceased)
Supreme Crown Princess to All Emperors and Empresses for Life, Sydney Andrews
Grand Dame Fairy Godmother to All Empresses for Life, Vida Bing (Deceased)

Reign XX
The Nubian White Tiger Prince, Prince Royale XX, Bill Wright
The Fire of the Rose Princess, Princess Royale XX, Rosa Marie Sugarbaker
Legendary Guardian of Love to All Emperors for Life, Mary Martinez

Reign XXI
The Pride of the Golden Eagle Prince, Prince Royale XXI, Mark Kasel
The Crystal Princess of Pride, Princess Royale XXI, Sydney Andrews
Imperial Crown Prince to all Emperors for Life, Albert Doriss
Imperial Protector of the Ruby Heart, Protector of All Empresses for Life, Mark Brewster

Reign XXII
The Ebony Crystal Stallion Prince, Prince Royale XXII, Robert Flores
The Emerald Jaguar Princess, Princess Royale XXII, Krystyn Phillips
Legendary Prince of Wisdom to All Emperors for Life, J.J. Cochran

Reign XXIII
The Black Knight Prince, Prince Royale XXIII, Tom J.
The Lavender Lynx Princess of Love & Liberty, Princess Royale XXIII, Coco Chanel
Imperial Prince of Hearts for Life, Richard Siemers
Supreme Crown Prince to All Emperors and Empresses for Life, Tony Yost

Reign XXIV
The Golden Giraffe Prince, Prince Royale XXIV, Brad Busby
The Sapphire Water Princess, Princess Royale XXIV, Chyna Blue
Friend to All Emperors for Life, Donnie Parker
Imperial Grand Diva to all Empresses for Life, Margo Manning
Reign XXV
The Leather, Lace and Rhinestone Chameleon Prince, Prince Royale XXV Kent Epperson (Deceased)
The Black Widow Princess, Princess Royale XXV, Crystal Fairchild
Imperial Sister to the Silver Leopard Empress for Life, Coco Marie Sugarbaker

Reign XXVI
The Emerald Eyed Snow Owl Prince of Wisdom, Prince Royale XXVI Chuck Mecham
The Ruby Lipped Princess of Truth, Princess Royale XXVI, Jackie Summers
Imperial Crown Princess and Protector of the Lion's Lair for Life, Mikayla Royale
Keeper of the Purple Moon Goddess' Friendship for Life, Jessica Scott

Reign XXVII
The Silver Stingray Prince of Vision, Diversity & Respect, Prince Royale XXVII Blake Kleeberger (Deceased)
The Emerald Cobra Princess, Princess Royale XXVII Jazmine James
Daddy's Princess to All Emperors for Life, Susie Graves
Imperial Light to All Empresses for Life, Backseat Betty

Reign XXVIII
The Imperial Jeweled Falcon Prince of Strength, Prince Royale XXVIII, John Herndon
The Crystal Emerald Rose Princess, Princess Royale XXVIII, Greta B Quick
Petite Country Diva to All Emperors for Life, Barbie Blake
Imperial Goddess of Gowns to All Empresses for Life, Donna T

Reign XXIX
The Fireworks Phoenix Prince of Commitment, Prince Royale XXIX, Paul Stackpole
The Exotic White Tiger Princess of Enchantment, Princess Royale XXIX, Kiki Monroe
Supreme Grand Dame to All Emperor's for Life, Anita Santisteven
Sir Craig Mercer, Knight of Wisdom to All Empress's for Life, Craig Mercer

Reign XXX
The Emerald Moon Prince of New Beginnings, The Triple XXX Prince, Prince Royale XXX, Johnny Romero
The Flaming Diamond Princess of Southern Elegance and Hospitality Princess Royale XXX, Scarlet Fever
The Sayer of All Certainties, The Supreme Sassy Slut to All Emperor's for Life, Holly Would!
The Protector of the Red Diamond, The Southern Gentlemen to All Empresses for Life Gary Burchfield (Deceased)

Reign XXXI
The Crystal Clear Protector Dolphin Prince of Strength and Determination Prince Royale XXXI, Michael Vrooman
The Serene Iridescent Diamond Princess of Tranquility Princess Royale XXXI, Martini Monroe
The Sapphire Grizzly Protector to All Monarchs For Life, Maggie
The Ghetto Fabulous Ebony Goddess to All Monarchs For Life, Heada Lettuce
Reign XXXII
The Black Diamond Sable Prince of Passionate Commitment
Prince Royale XXXII, Jeffe Hoppe
The Majestic Magenta Rising Phoenix Princess of Strength,
Beauty, and Grace Princess Royale XXXII, Barbie Blake
One of the Boys - Keeper of the Realm to All Emperors for Life, Sarah Hoogendyk
The Grand Duchess of Comedy to All Empresses for Life, Mercedes Blake

Reign XXXIII
The Fiery Opal Moon Prince of Leather, Laughter and Loyalty
Prince Royale XXXIII, Bryan Chase Whitmore
The Shocking Pink Pansy Princess of Glitter and Generosity
Princess Royale XXXIII, Molotovia Cocktail
The Eternal Celtic Prince of Passion and Dedication to All Monarchs for Life, Burk Valdez
The Eternal Cobalt Princess of Power, Loyalty and Honor to All Monarchs for Life, Miss Eryn

Reign XXXIV
The Amethyst Eyed White Pegasus Prince of Pride, Energy and Devotion Prince Royale XXXIV Jon "Crunchy" Crenshaw
The Emerald Winged Swan Princess of Grace, Triumph and Laughter Princess Royale XXXIV, Sophia DeVille
Imperial Gentleman, Keeper of the Teddy Bear’s Heart, John Locke
The Absolute Essence of the Freshwater Rose, 1st Lady to All Empresses for Life Kandi Montana

Reign XXXV
The Authentic Neon Blue Celtic Prince of True Passion and Dedication Prince Royale XXXV Burk Valdez
The Radiant Ruby Scorpion Princess of Spirit and Resilience Princess Royale XXXV Mercedes Chanel
The Imperial Princess of Authentic Hope to All Monarchs for Life, Aexandra Winters
The Imperial Czarina to All Monarchs for Life, Karen Phillips

Reign XXXVI
The Opalescent Butterfly Prince of Harmony and Frivolity, Prince Royale XXXVI Dan Yates
The Pink Rose Martini Princess of Diversity and Unity Princess Royale XXXVI Sue Anne Michaels
Prince Consort to All Emperors for Life, Jim Berry
The Iridescent Ruby of the Celestial Swan & Precious Gem to All Empresses for Life, Kristen Ruby

Reign XXXVII
The Everlasting Deviant Prince of Eternal Darkness & Inspiration Prince Royale XXXVII Alexander Sexton
The Calming Amethyst Winged Fairy Princess of Enchantment and New Beginnings, Princess Royale XXXVII Brandi Alexander
The Absolut Keeper of All That Glitters, Imperial Slut to All Monarchs For Life, Zoey Diddim
The Angelic Storm Sister to the Gods to all Empress For Life!, Vi Puzon

Reign XXXVIII
The Opalescent Angel-Winged Monkey Prince of Laughter, Lunacy and Loyalty Prince Royale XXXVIII Justin Price
The White Rose Regal Princess of Laughter, Friendship and Latin Pride Princess Royale XXXVIII Madison Monroe-Sexton
Mama To All Emperors For Life, Becky Linger
The Ruby Heart Princess Of Life, Love, Laughter And Dedication To All Empresses For Life, Lushus La Rell

Reign XXXIX
The Mile High White Dragon Gypsy Prince Of P.R.I.D.E, Prince Royale XXIX Caeri Mancini
The Mystical Lioness Princess of Loyalty and Education Princess Royale XXIX Melissa Roberts
The Pink Fire Opal Czar to All Emperors for Life Cory Wells
El Rey Of Generosity To Empress 39 For Life, Mike Edwards
The Glitter Goddesses of Global Goodwill to All Monarchs for Life, Denver Cycle Sluts
Reign XL
The Amethyst Eyed Black Panther of Trinity, Twilight & the Pegasus Constellation Prince Royale XL Richard Brendlinger
The Ruby Red Lioness of Life, Love & Laughter, Defender of the Heart Princess Royale XL Gabriella But'zin
The Galactic Keeper of the Amethyst Cosmos, Baron to All Emperors for Life Rodd With-Two D's
The Guardian of the Heart to All Empresses for Life, Norrie Reynolds

Reign XLI
The Devoted Purple Eyed Dolphin, Prince of Integrity, Spirit and Wisdom, Prince Royale XLI Jim Babb
The Emerald Obsidian Butterfly of Glamour and Gore, Princess Royale XLI Anabella LaFontaine
Imperial Brother and Guardian to Emperor XLI for Life. The Gypsy Blue Stallion of C.H.E.E.R Dale A. Epps

Reign XLII
The Maker of Bridges, Keeper of Temperament, The Rainbow Hued Lightning Serpent of Strength, Courage, Wisdom, Love and Hope, Prince Royale XLII Charles Rosanski
The Purple Golden Eyed Dragon, Creator of Strength, Keeper of Grace, The Amazon Princess, Princess Royale XLII LaShay DiMarco
The Regally Exquisite Rhinestone Wrapped Boy in Heels and Manscara, The Imperial Crowned Knight to their Majesties, Order of the Griffin, R.C. Michaels
The Black Dahlia of Entertainment and Truth to All Empresses for Life, Lady Cat De'Ore

Reign XLIII
The Arctic Wolf Prince of Loyalty, Determination and Friendship Prince Royale XLIII Bryan Monroe
The Royal Blue Sapphire Princess of Camelot Princess Royale XLIII Jackie O. Nasis
The Baronial Golden Dance Prince of Seduction and Passion, the Imperial Crowned Angel to All Emperors for Life, Geoffrey LeCher
The Elegant White Tiger Kitten, Guardian of Love, Laughter and Compassion to All Empresses for Life, Cierra Mota LeCher

Reign XLIV
The Artic White Lion Prince of Compassion, Love and Dedication, Prince Royale XLIV Drew Juarez
The Star Gazing Teal Princess of Tranquility, Heart and Soul, Princess Royale XLIV Star Kirkland
The Litter Box Bitch, Keeper of Smiles and Hearts to All Monarchs for Life, Kitty Angel
The Keeper of Their Majesties Music, Lights n’ Merriment to All Monarchs for Life, Travis McKeaggg

Reign XLV
The Protector of Justice and Prosperity, The Onyx Gotham Prince, Prince Royale XLV Tyler James
The Genuine Teal Goddess, Veteran of Protection and Hope, Princess Royale XLV Sophia More
The Dependable White Knight with the Sexiest Name to the 45th Reign, Raistian Ravenwolf
The Stand-By Your Man Diva, The First Lady of Country Music to the 45th Reign, Tammy Brunette

Reign XLVI
The Ultimate Metallic Avenging Prince of Soul and Style, Prince Royale XLVI JIO
The Pretty Eyed Mocha Goddess of Bast, Representing Truth and Sass, The Priestess of Lotus, Princess Royale XLVI Ladycat LaVera De’Ore
Congratulations to Reign 46 & Reign 47

In Service,

Emperor XXXV Johnny Romero
Empress XXXV Jackie Summers
Congratulations to Reign 46 and Reign 47 for Keeping ICRME Strong!

Looking to the Future!

Emperor 38
Dan Yates
Empress 38
Stephanie Paul
Virtual/Digital Experience

Imperial Court of the Rocky Mountain Empire & the Board of Directors Presents

PR Ball 48

Animation Station
Animation throughout the years

April 17, 2021
5:00pm
Imperial Court of the Rocky Mountain Empire & the Board of Directors
Presents

Coronation 48

From Primetime to Late-night,

Laughter through the years

April 17, 2021
6:30pm

A Virtual/Digital Experience!
Cheesman Gardens #7W is the ultimate renovation. Half of a floor...this residence is a blend of classic and contemporary details. VIEWS galore!

DARRELL G. HAMILTON
Call/Text: 720.353.3535
Email: broker@elevatedlifestyles.com

Kentwood
Real Estate
- A Berkshire Hathaway Affiliate

OFFERED AT $1.399M
CheesmanGardens.com
Emperor 47 Drew Juarez Benedict-Skywalker &
Empress 47 Star Kirkland

Congratulations on a successful Reign!

Prince & Princess Royale 43
Bryan Monroe & Jackie O. Nasis
Congratulations Drew and Star on the completion of your year!! Welcome to Wuzzle Land!!

Emperor 19 John Menchaca and Empress 19 Brandi Roberts
Congratulations Drew and Star and the 47th Reign on your year!

TWYLAL EMPRESS 27

TWYLAL EMPRESS 27

20th

ANNIVERSARY

With Love from Your Double Decade Empress 27
Twyla Westheimer
Congratulations to
Emperor 47: Drew Sky Walker
& Empress 47: Star Kirkland

Thank You for Keeping
the Vision of the ICRME Alive
During this World Pandemic.

Their Imperial Majesties
Emperor 34: Pauline Chavez &
Empress 34: Janelle St. Christopher
Congratulations!!
Andrew Juarez Benedict-Skywalker
Emperor 47
And
Star Kirkland
Empress 47

When a pandemic was thrown at you, you all shined brightly!

Honored to be a part!

Ken Bazan
Emperor 39

&

Martini Monroe
Empress 39
Congratulations Drew and Star in completing your crazy year! Welcome to the world of Wuzzle!

Emperor 41, The Legend of the Crystal Sugar Skull
Caeri Mancini
Congratulations to Emperor 47 Drew Juarez Benedict Skywalker & Empress 47 Star Kirkland on a successful year. Your year faced the challenges of the pandemic but you rose above it all and did very well. Good luck with your future endeavors.

Much love to you both,
Emperor 43, Manny Sexton
Empress 43, Norrie Reynolds
From being a part of our adventures of the 44th reign,
To creating your own Legacy for the 47th reign!
We could not be more proud of our PR's!

Congratulations to Empress 47 Star Kirkland and Emperor 47 Drew Juarez Benedict Skywalker on all you accomplished during your reign!

We Love You Both.
Empress 44 Rosa Marie Surgarbaker and
Emperor 44 Jon “Crunchy” Crenshaw
The Legendary Crystal College of Monarchs

Reign I
Emperor Terry Peters
Empress Bridgette Peters

Reign II
Emperor Bucky Reed
Empress Scotti Carlyle

Reign III
Emperor Chuck Anderson
Empress Billie Cassandra

Reign IV
Emperor Shel Anderson
Empress Causha Lee Victoria

Reign V
Emperor Bill Olson
Empress Mikel Wright

Reign VI
Emperor Mark Bovay
Empress Christi Layne Elizabeth

Reign VII
Emperor Gary Edwards
Empress Stephanie McCall

Reign VIII
Emperor Jim Ash
Empress Annie Brenman

Reign IX
Emperor Timm Steinkruger
Empress Vaden Andres
The Legendary Crystal College of Monarchs

Reign X
Emperor Roger Dent
Empress Brandy Dennison

Reign XI
Emperor Rick Linnane
Empress Jaye Sutherland

Reign XII
Emperor David Lorette
Empress Jamie Cole

Reign XIII
Emperor Chuck Bates
Empress Chenelle Austin

Reign XIV
Emperor Hank Naccarato
Empress Robin Turner

Reign XV
Emperor Vince Kline
Empress Belle Fontaine

Reign XVI
Emperor Ken Barker
Empress Bublz LaRue

Reign XVII
Emperor Michael West
Empress Brittany Michaels

Reign XVIII
Emperor Gregg Looker
Empress Kinsey Rapport
Reign XIX
Emperor John Menchaca
Empress Brandi Roberts

Reign XX
Emperor Diane DeHerrera
Empress Stephanie Starr

Reign XXI
Emperor Michael Graczyk
Empress Nicole Somers

Reign XXII
Emperor Thom Frey
Empress Alyssa Del Rey

Reign XXIII
Emperor Reggie Grove
Empress Sydney Andrews

Reign XIV
Emperor Jeff Clark
Empress Nina Montaldo

Reign XXV
Emperor Tom J
Empress Kir Royale

Reign XXVI
Emperor John Lazo
Empress Jazzanne Capri

Reign XXVII
Emperor Kent Epperson
Empress Twyla Westheimer
The Legendary Crystal College of Monarchs

Reign XXVIII
Emperor Brad Busby
Empress Veronica St. Andrews

Reign XXIX
Emperor Robert Flores
Empress Jazmine James

Reign XXX
Emperor Chuck Mecham
Empress Greta B. Quick

Reign XXXI
Emperor Paul Stockpole
Empress Kiki Monroe

Reign XXXII
Emperor Lamar Cooper
Empress Scarlet Fever

Reign XXXIII
Emperor Michael Vrooman
Empress Charis Loren

Reign XXXIV
Emperor Pauline Chavez
Empress Janelle St. Christopher

Reign XXXV
Emperor Johnny Romero
Empress Jackie Summers

Reign XXXVI
Emperor Allen Haskett
Empress Sophia DeVille
The Legendary Crystal College of Monarchs

Reign XXXVII
Emperor Fred Valdez
Empress Mercedes Chanel

Reign XXXVIII
Emperor Dan Yates
Empress Stephanie Paul

Reign XXXIX
Emperor Ken Bazan
Empress Martini Monroe

Reign XL
Emperor Chase Peltier
Empress Lushus La’Rell

Reign XLI
Emperor Caeri Mancini
Empress Melissa Roberts

Reign XLII
Emperor Richard Brendlinger
Empress Gabbriella But’zin

Reign XLIII
Emperor Manny Sexton
Empress Norrie Reynolds

Reign XLIV
Emperor Jon Crenshaw
Empress Rosa Marie Sugarbaker

Reign XLV
Emperor Terry Blood
Empress Lala Shearz
Reign XLVI
Emperor Karl Wesley

Reign XLVII
Emperor Drew Juarez Benedict Skywalker
Empress Star Kirkland
CONGRATULATIONS
TO THEIR MOST IMPERIAL MAJESTIES

STAR KIRKLAND &
DREW JUAREZ BENEDICT SKYWALKER

AND THE LEGENDARY CRYSTAL COURT OF
STRENGTH, LAUGHTER, INSPIRATION,
COMMUNITY AND CHANGE (S.L.I.C.C)
...ON AN AMAZING YEAR!!!

THANK YOU
TO EVERYONE WHO SUPPORTS
ME ON THIS JOURNEY!!!

ASPIRANT TO THE THRONE,

JZ
Emperor 47 Drew Juarez Benedict-Skywalker & Empress 47 Star Kirkland
Congratulations on a successful Reign! You showed your heart and passion for this community through all that you did to keep raising funds for those in need during this pandemic. You did it with class and dedication.

Thank you for having me this evening for Coronation 48
From Primetime to Late-night, Laughter through the years

In Service to the Community,
Aspirant to the throne for the office of Empress 48
Cierra Mota LeCher
Wishing you the best!
Roger and Leon
ORDER OF THE EVENING – Saturday, April 17th, 2021

ACT I
PR Ball 48
Animation Station,
Animation throughout the years

WELCOME
Introduction of the Emcee
Emperor 44, Jon Crenshaw

Digital Presentation of Colors
National Anthems
Mexico, Canada, United States of America

Invocation
Emperor 13, Chuck Bates

Special Presentation: Platinum Sponsors

Opening Numbers
Prince Royale 47, Freddy Mendoza
Princess Royale 47, Anna Rexik

Introduction of Their Most Imperial Highnesses
Prince Royale 47, Freddy Mendoza
Princess Royale 47, Anna Rexik

Presentation of the 40 Year Princess Royale
Princess Royale 7, Nina Montaldo

By Request of Prince Royale 47
Emperor 8, Jim Ramos of the Imperial Court of Minnesota

By Request of Princess Royale 47
Count 47, J-Estvez of ICRME

Presentation of the 20 Year Princess Royale
A 27th Reign Tribute
Princess Royale 27, Jazmine James
By Request of Prince Royale 47
Prince Royale 43, Brian Monroe

By Request of Princess Royale 47
Ginger Douglas

Presentation of the 10 Year Prince Royale
Prince Royale 37, Alexander Sexton

Presentation of the ICRME College of Cardinals

Final Walk of His Most Imperial Highness
The Purple Panda with a passion for Love, Laughter and Strength
Prince Royale 47, Freddy Mendoza

Presentation of Awards, Prince Royale 47

Final Walk of Her Most Imperial Highness
The Ultraviolet Phoenix Princess of Vitality, Passion and Perseverance
Princess Royale 47, Anna Rexik

Presentation of Awards, Princess Royale 47

Excuse from the Dias
Their Most Imperial Highnesses

ACT II
Coronation 48
From Primetime to Late-night,
Laughter through the years

WELCOME
Introduction of The President of the Board
Travis McKeaigg
Announcement of the New Board of Directors
Presentation of Board President Award
Introduction of the Emcee
Empress 19, Brandi Roberts

Introduction of Their Most Imperial Highnesses
Prince Royale 48, Freddy Mendoza
Princess Royale 48, Anna Rexik

Introduction of Their Most Imperial Majesties
Emperor 48, Andrew Juarez Benedict-Skywalker
Empress 48, Star Kirkland

Opening Number
25yr Anniversary Monarch, Empress 22 Alyssa Del Rey

Command- Dr Chance de Valmont, Rose Emperor XLIII

40th Anniversary Monarch: Emperor 7, Gary Edwards

30th Anniversary Monarch: Empress17, Brittany Michaels

Intro of In-Town Businesses & Organizations

Special Presentation: POC Trans Lives Matter

Command- JenuWine Surreal Beaute, Rose Empress LXI

Anniversaries: The 7’s

Command- Hayden Skywalker, Emperor 39 of The Imperial Sovereign Court of Tacoma

Digital Presentation of the Courts of Distinction
Intro of Out-of-Town Courts

10yr Anniversary Monarch
Emperor 37, Fred Valdez

Special Presentation: Black Lives Matter

Command- Phat Patty, Empress 22 of the Imperial Royal Sovereign
Empire Court of the Desert Empire
Aspirant to Emperor 48
JIO

Aspirant to Empress 48
Cierra Mota LeCher

Presentation of 47th
Imperial Family & Citizens of the Realm

Final Walk of His Most Imperial Majesty
Emperor 47, Andrew Juarez Benedict-Skywalker

Final Walk of Her Most Imperial Majesty
Empress 47, Star Kirkland

Awards Presentation

Presentation of the 47th Empire
Permanent Titles

ACT III
Crowning

Introduction of the Legendary Crystal
College of Monarchs

Presentation of Election Results for the office of
Emperor and Empress 48

Announcement of the New Monarchs & Crowning Ceremony

........el fin.
As the year went by for me as an emperor. I know this year was a hard challenge for everyone even with me. I know that we have not travel the circuit and not to see the other people able step down.

2020 was a challenge for all of us. We had to learn different myth of doing shows during the year. Doing shows on Facebook live and doing different shows on zoom twitch and maybe on other apps that you can go on live.

History of my life through the years since I join the icrme. When I join the organization as my cousin Manny Sexton was the candidate for emperor 43. I know when he asked me to join his group to help him. As I learn the experience of icrme and when Manny show me the ropes. I learn a lot about the community and the organization. Manny and Bryan give me a chance to do a song in sign language while they were performing. When I was count 43, I did a lot of show with my group members and with some awesome Monarchs. And as I have a adopt Monarch to show me what need to be done in the proper ways without doing mistakes.

Emperor 44 Jon Crunchy Crenshaw saw what I was doing while I was count 43. He asked me to be his prince royale 44. I know was inspired knowing I would be doing good things to help the LGBTQ community as well as raise funds for various charitable organizations. Over time I have enjoyed helping others and supporting our charitable partners. As a member of the Imperial Court, I was able to travel to other cities, meeting people, making new friends, and supporting other courts. I feel that I have gained enough knowledge and experience that I will represent the Imperial Court well. While I was Prince Royale 44, I was able to travel and meet new people though out the circuit of the ICS.

That when I met my drag brother Hayden Skywalker at his step down as prince in Tacoma, Washington. I been going to Tacoma for few years because of him. And able to see other members of the court of Tacoma diamond phoenix empire. My drag brother Hayden Skywalker, we always text each other every day. We always check on each other and see how we are doing sometimes we just say hey brother how are you? And we talk for hours when we can. Then he induced me to our drag dad Justin Benedict, though the years we will talk to drag dad to see how he is doing.

When I was running for Emperor 47 as a candidate. This was my induction to the community, hello everyone, I am Drew Juarez Benedict-Skywalker, I am a candidate for Emperor 47 As Emperor 47 I would like to reach out to the deaf community and those with other disabilities, raising awareness that they too can contribute to the betterment of community as I have done. And able to help the LGBTQ community as well as raise funds for various charitable organizations.

My title is The Legend of the Arctic Lion, the arctic blue Sapphire heart Emperor of Strength, courage, and determination His Most Imperial Majesty Emperor 47 Drew Juarez Benedict-Skywalker. The reason why I pick my prince and my line succession, my prince royale is Freddy Mendoza, grand duke 47 Onyx Steele, Czar 47 Dustin Sch Long, Marquis 47 Kaptain Inherpants, Don 47 Joey Miranda, Baron 47 Roger Conejo, Count 47 Tammy Brunette. My king father is Manny Sexton, Godfather Fred Valdez, Mafia father Bryan Lowe and Entertainer to the emperor Jio.

As I was the emperor 47, my charity is DOVE, Deaf Overcoming Violence through Empowerment. Through the year I worked with DOVE to raise money. They are a nonprofit organization that helps deaf, deaf blind, deaf disabled and hard hearing people through violence’s and experience abuse. I been raised money for them, and they give me a nice letter.

Dear Drew and ICRME,

Thank you so much for your generous sponsorship for DOVE’s Virtual 20th Annual Benefit Celebration (ABC)! You have been extremely supportive of DOVE this past year and beyond, and we deeply appreciate and value your kindness and thoughtfulness, Drew. You have been amazing to include DOVE in all your ICRME fundraising efforts! We appreciate you!

We are deeply humbled and thrilled by this amazing community’s support for DOVE. After 20 years of service, our incredible network continues to show up and truly make a difference in the lives of survivors and victims of abuse in Colorado. Our work is not finished, but we continue to dedicate every day to our mission - supporting Deaf survivors’ healing journeys. Your sponsorship impacts DOVE’s clients of intersectional backgrounds and identities - including BIPOC and LGBTQ Deaf, Deaf Blind, Deaf Disabled, and Hard of Hearing survivors of abuse.

We could not do this work without your support, Drew. You all helped make our ABC a *smashing* success! THANK YOU!

We did a lot of virtual shows and do anything to raise money for our charities and for our community. And we did some videos and some live feed performances for other courts and other organizations.

Manny Sexton, thank you for everything that you did for me all these years. You did a lot for me as you were my first emperor to show me the ropes. Thank you for giving advice and show what is to be an emperor. Thank you for being my king papi during my reign.

Jon Crenshaw, My Emperor 44 thank you for being an awesome friend and a role model through the 4 years that we been
Caeri Mancini, thank you for everything that you did for me when I ask for donations for auctions.
Fred Valdez, thank you for being my godfather to my reign. And check on me when I need it. Robert Flores, thank you for being my friend and checking on me during the reign. Bryan Monroe, thank you for being my mafia father to my reign.

My prince Freddy Mendoza, thank you for being there through the year and being by my side during the year. Although we had some rough times with some people, and we make sure that we did what we can do during covid. We had a lot of fun when we do the show on Facebook live. I know we do not do any travel but if we did, we would a lot of fun things. I am immensely proud to have you as my prince.
My princess Anna Rexik, thank you for being an awesome person.
My empress Star Kirkland, what can I say? I know we been friends and crime partners for 4 years. You really show me a lot of different things through the years. We did a lot of shows together and we did a lot of crazy things for our reign. I do appreciate your help and being there for me during the hard times. Also thank you for being my backbone and to be my voice when I need it. I can not believe we went two reigns together as Prince and Princess 44. Then we went though the reign as emperor and empress.

Love,
Drew Juarez Benedict-Skywalker
Emperor 47
Greetings Everyone. I hope you all are having a marvelous weekend. Thank you coming to Coronation 48, “From Primetime to Late-night, Laughter Through the Years.” We hope you are having an amazing virtual experience and enjoy this evening in the comfort of your own home. Let’s celebrate with life, love, laughter, and kindness for one another. This year has been an amazing experience for me. From feeding the protesters so their voices will be heard, marching for Gay Rights, for Black Lives Matter, Transgender Rights, to preparing food so people are being feed every day, to checking on people’s mental health, being cautious with COVID-19, to raising one dollar at a time for the community virtually, to meeting new friends across the International Court System. This has taught me strength, to use my voice even more, and to be there for the community. Thank you being a part of this journey with me. Thank you for the love and encouragement.

To the people I meet in the International Court system- I know we all did not get a chance to see each other in person. But with telephone calls, video calls & video performances, text messages, zoom calls, brought us closer together during the pandemic. Colorado Springs: Nic, Autumn, Mesha, and Matt- You all are amazing individuals. You all have an amazing dynamic, and I am so proud of you and you court for taking on a 2-year reign. Albuquerque New Mexico- Egypt, Jake, Reyes, Seliah, Goliath Nikko, Kikki and Bunny, thank you all for the amazing support and being a family to me. I cannot wait to see you all soon. Portland Oregon: You all the bomb.com. I always have a joy coming down and partying with you all. JenuWine, thank you being my command performer this evening. Thank you much for the teal rose and I have gained a sister for life. Thank you for hanging out with us when you were here in Denver. Chance you are so awesome and amazing man. California Love: Orange County- Ryan, thank you checking in on me, allowing me to perform at some of video fundraisers, and just having a great conversation. I have gained a friend for life. Los Angeles Hollywood: Virginia X and Errinne. Thank you for allowing me to be a part of you reign as sister to Reign 51. You two are so amazing and doing great things for the community. I am here for you if you need anything. You both are fierce and stunning. Minneapolis Minnesota- Leah, I am so proud of you and your accomplishments and doing things outside the box. Thank you for allowing me to perform virtually at couple of you shows. I miss your cooking shows on Facebook. Onya, Tonya, Helen, Kendra, I miss you all. Las Vegas Nevada- Phatt Patty and Alex. Patty, thank you for allowing me to be a command performer at your step down. You are an amazing sister, and I can’t to come out and get drunk with you all. Alex you are a true gentleman and is not afraid of no one. Rhode Island- Tom and Roxie. It was so nice to meet you both virtually. Thank you for allowing me to perform at some of your fundraisers virtually. Roxie- thank you for checking in on me a couple of days a week and keep checking. You are an amazing sister. New York: Madelyn and Sugar. Both of your energy is contagious and know how to make sure feel better with you smile and sense of humor. You both are so hum- ble and thank you for allowing me to be a part of your virtual show. Texas- Shanda- Thank you for allowing me to apart of you Candidate show virtually. Miss you sister. Anjel- You are doing amazing things and I am in awe of you. Martinique- a true call act, fabulous and gorgeous person. Thank you for allowing me to perform at the Empresses Take over virtually.

To the 46th Reign- Karl Wesley, Ladycat Lavera De’Ore, Jio, and the 46th Reign. You all are amazing, and I am honored to have gained such and amazing friendship with you all. With the pandemic, I know we did not get a chance to celebrate in style, but I am so excited we got a chance to celebrate your accomplishments. You all raise one dollar at time and supported the community like no other. Thank you for letting me a part of your journey.

To the Anniversary Monarchs- The Lucky “7’s.” Thank you Stephanie, Gary, Brittany, Twyla, Fred & Mercedes for the continued support and guidance. I can’t thank you enough from the bottom of my heart. I am one lucky drag queen to be part of the 7’s You all are amazing, classy, and graceful, and I cannot wait to see you all really soon.

To the 47th Family- You all took a chance during COVID-19 and be a part of this journey with us and I am forever grateful. You all thought outside the box and thought about the community to. From feeding the protesters so their voices are being heard, to bringing back the ICRME monthly meeting for education on hard hitting topics, sock drive, underwear drive, to preparing food so it goes out to the community, raising one dollar at a time, and I could keep going. It does not take a crown, medallion, or a gown to get your hands dirty to do something amazing. Thank you, Scotti, Drew, Anna, Freddy, Roger, Sabrina, Matt, Dustin, Lightening, Kaptain, Allanna, Joey, Sable, Josh, Tammy, Sophia, Bryan, Fred, Gabby, Michael & Manny from the bottom of my heart. You all are a strong leader in this community. Love you all.

To the ICRME Board of Directors- Thank you for you continues support and appreciation to this organization. You all made this successful this year based on the best of your ability. You were challenged with hard topics that needed to be discussed and continued to go forward and to grow this organization. Bit that is what it is all about. To the future board of directors, please remember honor the past, listen and be a part of the community, communication is important to everyone, and listen to the future. When we become a board member, please do it because you want to make a difference in the organization and the community.
To the future board of directors, please remember honor the past, listen and be a part of the community, communication is important to everyone, and listen to the future. When we become a board member, please do it because you want to make a difference in the organization and the community.

To the Crystal College of Monarchs- Thank you for the constant love, support, and friendship. The history and what you have done in the community is beautiful. Thank you for creating a safe environment to raise $1.00 at a time. Thank you. Thank you to the monarchs whom I have served in previous line of successions. You know who you are, and I love you all. I am grateful for the support, friendship, guidance, drinks, laughter, and tears. Special shouts out to Scotti Carlyle, Chuck Bates, Vince Kline, John Menchaca, Brandi Roberts, Reggie Grove, Sydney Andrews, Jazmine James, Johnny Romero Stephanie Paul, Charis Loren, Lushus Larell Jon Crenshaw, Rosa Marie Sugarbaker, Martini Monroe, Ken Bazan for being an amazing support system. To the College of Cardinals- My homies. Lol. You all are amazing individuals, form performing the house down, to behind the scenes, to being there for the community. to being an amazing support system to the College of Monarchs. This position is a thankless job and I appreciate every single one you. We need that backbone and support in life. Special shout outs to Richard Siemers, Alexander Alba, Anabella LaFontaine, Bryan Monroe, Jackie O’Nasis, Ladycat Lavera De’Ore, Jio, and Cierra Mota Lecher for having my back and being such amazing people in this community.

To the Candidates for the Office of Emperor and Empress- Enjoy the ride and the journey you are about to embark. Please remember to be yourself and don’t let anyone change who you are. Don’t let the drama people cause upset you. I am here for you all and just a phone call away.

Bar Business and Organizations- Mile High Hamburger Mary’s, Wild Corgi, Denver, Sweet #VYBE, Blush & Blu, The Triangle Denver, Charlies Denver, Needz, The Center on Colfax, Rainbow Alley, Transgender Center for the Rockies, and We are Family Organization, Gay Pride, Majestic hearts, Colorado Leather, CGRA, Boys of Leather Dragutante, Urban Peak, Peoples House, Feeding Denver’s Hungry, Denver Cycle Sluts ( sorry if I missed someone) thank you for being a part of this community, and continued support for everyone.

To the PR’s: Freddy- Thank you for staying calm cool and collective when it was needed. It reminded to stay calm as well. Thank you for being a part of this journey is a positive manner. Anna- You are amazing. Thank you! Thank you! I knew you could take on this journey two years because I knew you would have my back in all of this. Through the highs and lows, you never passed judgement and kept the momentum going. I am forever grateful and thank you for being apart of this journey with me and the friendship will never go away.

To Emperor Drew- We did sir. From the time we were PRs to know we carried on this strength and bond that will last a lifetime. We have had each other back from the beginning and no one can touch that. Not even Crisco! LOL. All kidding aside I am glad I was able to do this with you during a crazy time in the world. Thank you for making me laugh and being a smile on my face when I needed it. I appreciate you like no other.

To my Family: Jon- Thank you for giving me place to sleep every night. We meet through ICRME 16 years ago and I would have not traded it for the world. We both needed each other at that time and we still do to this day. You let me make my decisions when it came to the reign. You loved me for who I am and I and forever grateful. To my mom Deborah- Thank you for watching Snowball and being an amazing mom. I love and thank you for reminding me to be myself, and to not be afraid to voice your opinion. You are an amazing mother.

Love you all,
Be kind, humble, and listen to one another.
The Authenticity of the Crystal,
The Galactic Teal Empress of Strength, Compassion and Serenity
H.I.M. Empress 47 Star Kirkland
Welcome everyone to PR Ball 48: Animation Station, Animation throughout the years,

To the College of Monarchs, thanks for your guidance and advice on how to get though this pandemic. It was difficult and we did it one dollar at a time.

College of Cardinals Thanks to everyone that offer a helping hand.

Emperor 15 Vince Kline, thanks for your help and advice.
Emperor 19 John Menchaca, you gave me so much advice, the thing that stayed with me is telling me what not to wear.
Empress 19 Brandi Roberts, you are an inspiration to us all. Thanks for being my friend for all these years.
Empress 21 Nicole Summers, thank you for all that you have done for me.
Emperor 23 Reggie Grove, thanks for the words of wisdom.
Empress 23 Sydney Andrews, thank you for everything that you have done for me, you gave me my first title "court jester", I kept it for a long time after.
Empress 24 Nina Montaldo, I am at a loss for words, you have always been nice to me and for that I love you.
Emperor 25 Tom J, you move away however you just a phone call away, and you answer my calls for that I thank you.
Empress 25 Kir Royale, your one of the best friends I have, do you remember when and where we met? Charlies you were teaching a line dance "The Circle Jerk" I can still do it, then you were our waiter that night and I asked if I could have anything on the menu.
Thank you for everything that you have done for me.

Emperor 26, John Lazo, you my friend got me started in the court, who would have thought that all these years later I would be Prince Royale. Thanks for everything that you helped me with.
Empress 26 Jazzann Capri, all though we only traveled out of town once it was a blast. You know it's always fun to run in to you and about. Thanks for everything.

Emperor 29 Robert Flores, thank you for the help at the start of my reign.
Emperor 30 Chuck Mecham, it's always nice to see you at your work while I'm on my way to my work, thank you for everything that you have helped me with.
Emperor 31, Paul Stackpole, thank you very much for your help.
Emperor 33 Michael Vroooman Thank you very much for the set's you designed they were incredibly beautiful.
Emperor 35, Johnny Romero, sir I am so glad to be able to call you my friend. Thank you for all the help to get us ready.
Empress 35, Jackie Summers, thank you for all the support through the years.

Emperor 36 Allen Hasket, I took everything that you told me and used it where I needed. Thank you!
Emperor 37 Fred Valdez, you're a very amazing person, you're like the energizer bunny no matter what you keep going and going. Thanks for everything that you did for us.

Prince Royale 37 Alexander Sexton thank you for all the time and effort that you have invested for a successful weekend. You're an amazing friend.

Emperor 39 Ken Bazan, you have been so much help to me, I'll bet you didn't even know. Thank you so much.
Emperor 41, Caeri Mancini, Thank you for everything.

Empress 44 Jon Crunchy Crenshaw, I admire you so much, hope you know. Just thank you for all your help.

Emperor 45 Terry Blood, Thanks for the watch.

Emperor 46, Karl Wesley, thank you for asking me to be your Czar 46, That was fun, I also liked when I came out to the farm to see you, Kool. Thanks for everything.

Emperor 47 Andrew Juarez, it has been an honor to be your Prince Royale, we've been on one hell of a journey, because of the pandemic we could not travel anywhere. After everything I believe we succeeded. I love you so much! Thanks!
Empress 47 Star Kirkland, Wow what an amazing adventure we've been on. I'm honored to be your Prince Royale. I am proud of the accomplishments we achieved. You said something to all of us at the first family meeting, "have fun we're raising one dollar at a time" and we did. thank you for everything. I love you!

Princess Royale 47 Anna Rexik It has been an honor to be Prince with you I know it has not been easy, with that said, thanks for the kicks in ass when I needed it, so in the future if you need me you know what to do. I love you!

Grand Duke 47 Roger Conejo Thank you for everything you have done for our reign. You and Leon opened your house to us for a few events Snowball and Black-Tie Affair however the water balloon toss was a blast and the BBQ that Leon did was fabulous. If ever I can help you with anything just let me know.
Count 47 Tammy Burnette Thank you for your support and participation.
Don 47 Joey Miranda, hey your Grace a heartfelt thank you to you, Sylvia and your staff at #Vybe,
we were able to hold a few events there and they were all a huge success.
Dustin Schlong thanks for your support.
Captain Inherpants thank you for all your help
RCGSE Salt Lake City
Emperor 44 Jody LaShae Thank you so much for the words of encouragement that you sent to me via text "you got this" at the start of my reign. I love you.
Prinçe Royale 45 Dave Smith thank you for all the support, hopefully I'll see you in May.
Empress 37 Agness of Chessecake when we first met we became instant friends thank you for all you support.
Emperor 33 Tim Hile Thank you for all the nice words.
Empress 21 Tosha Montiel I want to thank you for the encouraging words that you gave me at the start of my reign. It is hard to believe we grew up in the same town Tremonton Utah, one day we should make plans to go to the Pie Dump, yummy!

The Rainbow Court of Northern Utah: Ogden
Emperor 20 Marc "super" Reeves Dana Blaque
Riely Prespentt Marche Devo from Hell You are an amazing friend, Thanks for everything you helped me with it all worked out.

In town
Dale Haken, thanks for being the best room-mate and putting up with my madness.
Valentino Estrada JR Thanks for all your help.
Dondi Wilson and Brian Roche by this point in time you already now how much you mean to me.
Kevin Brookes thanks for your support.
Jeffery Lynch I just love you man.

I hope I got everyone.

Sincerely
HMIH Prince Royale 47
Freddy Mendoza
Thank you for joining us for our first ever virtual PR Ball! Although this past reign was challenging due to COVID-19, I had a phenomenal time as Princess Royale 47 of the Imperial Court of the Rocky Mountain Empire. I have had the pleasure of working with and getting to know several amazing individuals, who have helped me to become a stronger leader while still remaining humble. I will be forever grateful for the love, advise, support and friendships that have been bestowed to me as a result of my time as Princess Royale.

For my community in Denver, Colorado: The love, strength and perseverance you present is absolutely wonderful and will continue to make this community a foundation in which we can all come together and continue to grow and prosper. To the bars, businesses and organizations that helped support us during our reign- thank you. Thank you all for your support in allowing us into your homes to host events when we were able to, for your donations to help those in need and most importantly, thank you for allowing us to help your organizations during these uncertain times.

To the College of Monarchs: Thank you for allowing me to grow within this organization. Thank you for your continued support and advice as well as the great times and the laughter. To the anniversary Monarchs: Gary Edwards, Stephanie McCall, Brittany Michaels, Twyla Westheimer, Fred Valdez and Mercedes Chanel, thank you for your words of encouragement along with your teaching of our history - I only hope to one day continue that legacy into the future.

To the College of Cardinals: Thank you all for your advice, support, love and words of encouragement throughout the reign as you truly made me feel a part of this family. For that I will be forever grateful. For my anniversary PR’s: Nina Montaldo, Jazmine James, Alex Alba, and Brandi Alexander, thank you for your support throughout the reign- I only wish I was able to have spent more time with you all during this past reign, but I look forward to the day when we will be able to do so safely.

To the Empress Line of Succession: We did it! I could not have done it without your continued support. The fun times, the laughter, the drive you all had to be successful, we did as a team, but more importantly- we did this as a family. Gabbie, Michael, Sabrina, Josh, Matt, Dannie (Lightening), Alanna, Sable, Sophia and Kay, thank you for being a part of my family now- I love each of you.

To Emperor 47 and Prince Royale 47: Drew and Freddy, you showed me strength and determination in myself that I had never known until this reign, and for that I thank you. Thank you both for your support as you nominally assisted in creating a successful reign.

To Empress 47: Star, my Empress, my friend, my sister- We did it! Never did I imagine when we started this journey over two years ago that we would have the challenges with COVID or other associated hurdles- but all of that made you the epicomy of an Empress AND an authentic leader. Through your hard work and perseverance, you helped make this reign amazing, successful and fun. You made us all feel like a family and treated us all with respect and dignity. I could not have more prouder to have been your Princess Royale. Because of your determination, I have learned so much from you including what it means to be a true leader. I am so honored to call you a friend and a sister and the bond we created will last a lifetime. Thank you for allowing me to be a part of this journey.

To anyone I may have missed, please know that I appreciate the love and support you have given me over the last year and I hope that you’ll continue to provide that love and support in the future to not only myself, but to those who endure this journey in the future.

I hope you enjoy your evening with us. Remember to stay humble and be kind to one another.

Always in Service,
The Ultraviolet Phoenix Princess of Vitality, Passion and Perseverance, Her Most Imperial Highness, Princess Royale 47
Anna Rexik
Congratulations to both reign 46 and 47

Princess
Royale 47

Anna Rexik

The Ultraviolet Phoenix Princess of Vitality, Passion and Perseverance
The Legendary Crystal Court of Strength, Laughter, Inspiration, Community and Change  (S.L.I.C.C)  

**Reign 47 Imperial Family**

**Emperor's Line of Succession**
Emperor 47 - Andrew Juarez Benedict-Skywalker  
Prince Royale 47 – Freddy Mendoza  
King Father- Emperor 43-Manny Sexton  
Grand Duke to the Emperor- Roger Cornejo  
Czar 47 to the Emperor- Dustin Schlong  
Marquis 47 to the Emperor- Kaptain Inherpants  
Don 47 to the Emperor- Joey Miranda  
Countess 47 to the Emperor- Tammy Burnette  
God Father- Emperor 37- Fred Valdez  
Mafia Father- Prince Royale 43- Bryan Lowe  
Entertainer to the Emperor- Jio  

**Empress' Line of Succession**
Empress 47 - Star Kirkland  
Princess Royale 47 - Anna Rexik  
Dowager Queen Mother for Life- Scotti Carlyle  
Queen Mother- Emperor 33- Michael Vrooman  
Grand Duchess to the Empress- Sabrina McKay  
Czar 47 to the Empress- Matt Romero  
Marquex 47 to the Empress- Lightening-Narcotix-Cat  
Reina 47 to the Empress- Alanna Filipina  
Baroness 47 to the Empress- Sable Lamar  
Count 47 to the Empress- J Estvez  
God Mother- Empress 42- Gabriella Butzin  
Mafia Mother- Princess Royale 45- Sophia More  
Entertainer to the Empress- Dragutante  

Entertainer to the Reign- Denver Cycle Sluts
Congratulations to the 47th Reign on a phenomenal year!
THE 7th REIGN

40 YEARS AGO, I had the opportunity to serve as the 7th Emperor of the Imperial Court of the Rocky Mountain Empire and I have many wonderful memories of that year.

We have made many changes over the past Four Decades to our organization, and I continue to work to make the Imperial Court an important and continuing part of the Denver Community.

The 7th reign also brought its share of Firsts. Denver elected its first African American Empress, Stephanie McCall. I received a mandate of the city being overwhelmingly elected. I was the 2nd Emperor inducted into the International College of Emperors. Our reign was the first to hand out Turkeys purchased by the Emperor to CAP's Thanksgiving baskets at the Community Center.

All of our functions were held at Rossi's Catering Hall.

Our PR Ball theme was Rags to Riches. Our Snow Ball theme was A Gala Event in Toy Land. My King of Hearts was Viva Las Vegas" A Night of Burlesque". CORONATION was A NIGHT OF EXTRAVAGANCE.

Our stepping down was at the Paramount Theater in Denver. Stephanie and I were lowered from the ceiling to begin our stepping down amid the backdrop of the Mountains and a live waterfall.

To my Anniversary Monarchs Empress 17 Brittany, Empress 27 Twyla, Emperor 37 Fred, Empress 47 Star & Emperor 47 Drew: Thank you for all that you have done with your reigns to keep our court system growing for the Denver Community. The memories we have created will never be forgotten. I look forward to this Covid Virus moving on so we may all be together again.

The Legend of the Bronze God
Emperor 7
Gary Edwards
The 7th REIGN
THE SALT & PEPPER COURT OF LOVE
EMPEROR VII
THE LEGEND OF THE BRONZE GOD
GARY EDWARDS
&
THE ELEGANCE OF THE CRYSTAL
THE GOLDEN GODDESS EMPRESS
EMPRESS VII
STEPHANIE McCALL
The 17th Reign
The Crystal Court of Water & Light
Celebrating 30 Years of Noble Deeds

Good Evening Friends, Family and Fellow Courtiers near and far to CORONATION 48, “FROM PRIME TIME TO LATE-NIGHT, LAUGHTER THROUGH THE YEARS”

As we embark on tonight’s celebration, I would like to take a moment and congratulate REIGN 47, for rising above these unprecedented challenges due to the current health crisis. You have shown what true leadership looks like. You not only Found your way in these difficult times but succeeded on so many levels. Hats off to Freddy, Anna, Drew & Star and the entire 47th reign.

It is hard to believe that 30 years ago 2 energetic upstarts were elected to be Emperor & Empress XVII of ICRME. Michael West and I were not just Monarchs who reigned together but were actually friends long before fate intervened. Unfortunately for me, our court and the community as a whole Michael left us far too soon. May his light continue to shine bright.
I MISS YOU MY FRIEND and EMPEROR.

To everyone who has been part of my journey,
I thank you from the bottom of my heart.
While this was not how I envisioned this night to be
I still am happy to be a part of tonight’s celebration.

May everyone stay safe, healthy and above all else be kind to one another.

Yours in SERVICE, YESTERDAY, TODAY & TOMORROW
HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY
THE FUTURE OF THE CRYSTAL
THE BLACK PEARL EMPRESS
EMPERESS XVII
BRITTANY MICHAELS
The 17th Reign
The Crystal Court of Water & Light
Celebrating 30 Years of Noble Deeds

THE ORIGIN OF THE LEGEND
THE LEGEND OF THE PHANTOM
EMPEROR XVII
MICHAEL WEST

THE FUTURE OF THE CRYSTAL
THE BLACK PEARL EMPRESS
EMPRESS XVII
BRITTANY MICHAELS
The Twenty-Seventh Reign

The Legendary Crystal Court of Respect, Sparkle and Excitement

Emperor XXVII

The Legend of the Red Heart

Kent Epperson

Empress XXVII

The Dawn of the Crystal

Twyla Westheimer

Grand Duke Ron Jenkins and Grand Duchess Sterling, Czar Bryan K and Czarina Janelle St. Christopher; Marquis Fred Valdez and Marquessa Sophia DeVille; Don Stephen Gerow and Reina Morgan Manchester, Count Patti Wilyard-Stout and Countess Sue Stout; Baron Lucious Lena; Crown Prince to the Emperor Debbie Watts and Crown Princess to the Emperor Susie Graves; Crown Prince to the Empress Diamond Mink and Crown Princess to the Empress Whitney Gayle; Viscount Scott Bullock and Viscountess Sue Ann Michaels. The Royal Family include Imperial Lords: Kelly T, Jonathan Crenshaw, Gary Burchfield, Burk Valdez and Stan Horney. Imperial Lady was Sapphire Blue DelRey.

The permanent titles went to two incredibly supportive court members. Kent gave his title to Susie Graves, Daddys Princess, the Protector of Integrity to all Emperors for Life. Twyla gave her award to Backseat Betty as the Imperial Lady of Lights to all Empresses for Life.

In a first for the Imperial Court, the uncontested candidates, Kent Epperson and Twyla Westheimer were elected Emperor and Empress XXVII. It was the Reign of Respect, Sparkle and Excitement and sparkle they did as the 27th reign returned with numerous out of state coronation awards for Best Entrance and Best in Costume.

The 27th reign really plugged into a variety of events. They were the first to work the concession stands for the women’s pro football league. As a Court they were able to raise $3700 for the Pink Ribbon Campaign Fund for Breast Cancer, support the CAP Thanksgiving Food Band and have over $15,000 in the White Rose Scholarship Program to give away.

Kent and Twyla were crowned at the Holiday Inn, DIA and took their step-down back to the Adams Mark Grand Ballroom. A first since Reign 16. Snowball was held at the Executive Towers Hotel with a theme of Christmas in Shangri-La. Kent chose to have his King of Hearts at the Doubletree Hotel with the theme of Merlin and His Knights of Fantasy and Frolic. Coronation 28, at the Adams Mark Grand Ballroom was converted to the Garden of Babylon with a 43 foot long set that was and awe inspiring 24 feet tall. The theme was The Seventh Wonder of the New World, the Secret Gardens of Babylon.

The line of succession played a highly critical part in the success of the 27th reign. This line saw the a male title on the Empress line and a female title on the Emperors line and the addition of a Royal Family. It consisted of Prince Royale Blake Kleeberger and Princess Royale 27; King Father for Life, John Schlegel and Queen Mother for Life, Empress Il Scotti Carlyle;


Reign 47 — 10 Year Anniversary Monarchs

Celebrating their 10yr Anniversary, Reign 37 of ICRME

The Legendary Crystal Court of New Beginnings, Unity, Community and Friendship

Prior to Coronation 37, there was only one candidate running for the office of Empress and Mercedes Chanel still campaigned 5 days a week promoting the ICRME. The BOD got together to appoint a Regent. Fred Valdez was asked to take the Emperor 37 position as Regent and he humbly did so as a long time supporter of ICRME as he is also Prince Royale 12. Along with the BOD, the Legendary Crystal Monarchs were invited to select the Regent. There were others seeking the Regent position. The vote was unanimously for Fred Valdez, a true gentleman.

Mercedes and Fred immediately set out to let the community know what the Imperial Court of the Rocky Mountain Empire was all about. Although Fred did not have to campaign, since he was voted in as a Regent, Fred accompanied Mercedes hitting the streets of Denver and traveling to over 14 Coronations across the nation. When Coronation 37 came the representatives/line of succession for the Imperial Court for a year of charity work were selected.

Mercedes and Fred selected their Line of Succession:

PRINCE ROYALE — Alexander Alba
PRINCESS ROYALE — Brandi Alexander
QUEEN MOTHER SUPREME — Empress 2 Scotti Carlyle
KING FATHER — Emperor 29 Robert Flores
QUEEN MOTHER — Empress 34 Janelle St. Christopher
GRAND DUKE — Ken Bazan
GRAND DUCHESS — Sasha Andrews
CZAR — Tyler Bohn
CZARINA — Star Kirkland
MARQUESSA — Brie Alexander
DON — Oscar Medina
REINA — Sabrina McKay
BARON — Baker Alexander
BARONESS — Norrie Reynolds
COUNT — Alejandro Hernandez
COUNTESS — Birgitta Summers
DAUPHIN — Bill Bourassa
DAUPHINE — Fantasy Angel

The Legend of the Moose
The Ivory Antlered Golden Eyed Moose Emperor of Memories, Dedication and Possibilities
Emperor XXXVII Fred Valdez

The Thunder of the Crystal
The Fury of the Rockies
The Ultra Violet Storm Empress of Spirit and Resilience
Empress XXXVII Mercedes Chanel

other or on opposite sides of the city covering as much ground and as many functions as they could and worked extremely hard. This also included visiting other Realms. The Monarchs, PRs and line members helped in putting the ICRME Empire on track raising monies to give to their chosen charities. The Reign traveled out of Realm to visit other cities which brought in a high number in attendance for their step down, last minute full tables had to be added to the ballroom, to introduce Coronation 38, An Imperial Postcard, A Royal Journey Through Colorado’s Riches.


Fred gave his permanent title to The Absolut Keeper of All That Glitters, Imperial Slut to All Monarchs For Life, Zoey Diddim. Mercedes gave hers to The Angelic Storm Sister to the Gods to All Empress For Lifel, Vi Puzon. At Victory Brunch the following morning, the Regent title was removed from the Emperor title and the rest is fabulous.

The Line of Succession assisted the Monarchs in Fund Raising for the year. Being the first reign to form a partnership with, at the time, Invesco field for their concessions operation charity program.

Reign 37 stayed on the move about the city either with each
The Denver Cycle Sluts would like to congratulate Reign 47 on a very challenging yet successful year!

Great Job!
Congratulations to Empress Star Kirkland and Emperor Andrew Juarez for having an amazing reign during these challenging times.

We at Majestic Hearts appreciate your support with our events and we wish you the very best in future endeavors.

We welcome in the new reign and look forward to working together in the community.

Sincerely,
Colorado Majestic Hearts

Majestic Hearts Pageant
The Gay Pride Contest of All Colorado Congratulates Drew and Star on Reign 47!!!

MISS GAY Lushus

Michael

Monae

Martini Monroe

Brandi Roberts

Returning live July 2022
On Behalf of the
United Court of the Lone Star Empire

We Would Like to Extend Our Congratulations to

His Majesty
Emperor 47 Andrew Juarez Benedict-Skywalker

And Her Majesty
Empress 47 Star Kirkland

On a Successful Reign!!!
Sovereign Imperial Court of Indiana
Presents

THE TIME TRAVELLER

WHERE THE PAST, PRESENT, & FUTURE MEETS

SEPTEMBER 3RD, 4TH, & 5TH, 2021
DOWNTOWN INDIANAPOLIS
Congratulations Reign XLVII on a successful year!

Seliah DeLeon
ISCNM Imperial Empress XXIII
Miss New Mexico Pride 2020

Goliath Steel
ISCNM Imperial Emperor XXIII
Mr. New Mexico Pride 2020
World-Class on the Park... a truly palatial, magnificent townhome... UNRIVALED!

DARRELL G. HAMILTON
Call/Text: 720.353.3535
Email: broker@elevatedlifestyles.com

Elevated Lifestyles

Kentwood Real Estate

Luxury Portfolio International

All information deemed reliable but not guaranteed and should be independently verified. All properties are subject to prior sale, change or withdrawal. Neither listing broker(s) nor Kentwood Real Estate shall be responsible for any typographical errors, misinformation, misprints and shall be held totally harmless.

OFFERED AT $4.950M - FURNISHINGS NEGOTIABLE
950 N Humboldt St. | Cheesman Park | Denver
WorldClassonthePark.com
CONGRATULATIONS
ANDREW & STAR
AND ALL OF REIGN 47

From One Classic to Another
RCGSE Reign XLIV
Jody, Savannah, Kolton, Sandi, Michael & Christy

Savannah & Jody Invite you to Join Them at a Celebration of Reign XLIV in Salt Lake City on May 28th during Coronation 46 of the RCGSE
HMIM Rose Emperor XLIII Dr. Chance de Valmont
&
HMIM Rose Empress LXI JenuWine Surreal Beauté

Congratulations
HMISM Emperor XLVII Andrew Juarez Benedict- Skywalker
&
HMISM Empress XLVII Star Kirkland

Thank you for your service to the Denver community and beyond!

Please join us for
Portland Coronation 2021: War of the Roses
October 13-17, 2021
Congratulations To:
Emperor 47 Drew Sky Walker
and Empress 47 Star Kirkland

We are Proud of ICRMES 47th Reigns Perseverance & Hard Work!
CONGRATULATIONS
Emperor Andrew, Empress Starr
Prince Freddie & Princess Anna
On A Fantastic Reign!

The Royal Court of the Golden Spike Empire
Along With Reign 45
The Reign of Happiness, Entertainment, Love & Laughter

Invite you to Join us For
CORONATION XLVI
An Evening Of...
OH, TO HELL WITH IT....LETS PARTY!

May 28—31, 2021,
In Beautiful Salt Lake City, UT

Emperor XLV
Nubbs from Hell

XLV

Regent Monarch XLV
Austyn Riley from Hell
CONGRATULATIONS
Empress 47 STAR KIRKLAND
Emperor 47 DREW JUAREZ
BENEDICT-SKYWALKER
ON AN AMAZING YEAR OF SERVICE TO YOUR COMMUNITY
CONGRATULATIONS and GOOD LUCK
To the incoming Monarchs
Your ICLAH FAMILY
is here for you!
HER MOST IMPERIAL MAJESTY
THE #MEXIPINO
EMERALD ANGEL EMPRESS
Of humility, optimism, poise and elegance
EMPRESS 50 AND 51
VIRGINIA X ‘BUBBLES’ PINKHOUSE
AND
HER MOST IMPERIAL MAJESTY
THE ANGEL WARRIOR EMPRESS
Of fierce, indestructible, respectable and empathy
EMPRESS 50 AND 51
ERRINNEH ANN LAWAS
Cordially invite you to
CORONATION 52
On
NOVEMBER 13, 2021
To our son, Emperor 47 Drew Juarez Benedict-Skywalker,

We want you to know how proud we are of you. You pursued your dreams of becoming an Emperor even with all the obstacles before you. You showed yourself and others that despite your speech and physical disabilities due to your Cerebral Palsy, you have made a difference. You showed that you are a smart, determined, and loving soul. You worked hard, raised money, and did your best to participate, even with the COVID limitations. You found your voice and stood up for yourself and others with disabilities. We could not be prouder of the man you have grown to be. You have a heart of gold and a never give up attitude. Keep up the fight for people with disabilities. YOU do make a difference!!!

We love, respect, and admire you for all that you do!!!

Love,
Felix and Rosalie Juarez (Dad and Mom)
Star aka Curtes,

Words alone cannot express how proud I am of you for all that you have done this past year. You were an Empress that shined in a time when it seemed like there was nothing we could do. You faced the challenges that the world threw at us and Pushed forward with Grace, Class and Strength. Doing things outside of the box and showing that when times are tough, there is still hope. You gave your time when needed and you Marched with those in support of justice and equality. I know at times it wasn’t easy, tears were shed, disagreements were spoken and changes were hard to make, but you along with those around you made things happen and your legacy was created.

I am proud to not only watch what you accomplished but was able to stand with you and cheer you on the whole way. You are as your name is, a “Star”!

I love you with all my heart and as your Journey as Empress comes to a close, I look forward to what not only what our future may hold but what awaits you down the new road you are headed.

Congratulations, My Friend, My husband, My love.

Jon
We would like to thank Cierra Mota Lecher, as well as the current Reigning Monarchs, for all the hard work that is done to make huge strides for the GLBT+ community.

As Cierra’s family, we are truly blessed to have been a part of all the shows and fund-raising efforts you have made. We will continue to support the Organization, as well as our girl Cierra Mota Lecher. We know how important this ICRME family is to you and we will be supportive and grateful to be apart of this journey with you.

Congratulations Cierra Mota Lecher... make us proud.
You all are an amazing.
I could have not done this without you.

Thank you for being apart of this journey with me.

Thank you for letting me learn from you all.

With Love and Kindness,
Star Kirkland Empress 47
ICRME
Congratulations to the 47th Reign!
It has been a phenomenal year!

Matthew Romero
Czar 47
Congratulations to my Emperor & Empress 47!

Thank you both for sharing this amazing adventure with me, with everything that we’ve gone through. The 47th reign was a very big success.

I love you both.
Your friend forever
HMIH Prince Royale 47
Freddy Mendoza
To the 37th Reign of ICRME,

Congratulations on your 10yr Anniversary!

Love,
Alexander Sexton
Prince Royale 37
ICRME
A rare opportunity presents itself today...to acquire a full-floor residence in the luxury, high-rise, Park Towers. There are views, and then there are VIEWS...with these views.. you will be suddenly struck silent and have an OMG moment!

OFFERED AT $3.250M
Park Towers  |  1299 Gilpin Street  |  Entire 14th Floor
ParkTowersonthePark.com
Star and Drew, This has been an amazing year! Thank you for including us on this journey with you!

Roger and Leon
Drew & Star, Congratulations on a Fabulous Reign! Love & Admiration, Dowager Empress 34 UCPPE Candy Rose
I want to say congrats to my Empress Star Kirkland. Both of us had our time together as prince and princess 44. I know we rocked it during that year. But as Empress and Emperor 47, we both did an awesome job and during this craziness of COVID. But I know you are an awesome person and you are my crime partner for life.

Thank you for everything that you did during the reign. I know we did a lot for the community and for ICRME.

Love,

Drew Juarez Benedict-Skywalker
Emperor 47

Congratulations to our Hooman
Prince Royale 47 Freddy Mendoza

love.

Matilda and Magnus!
Our Vision
To support a healthier society by developing kindness, awareness and personal responsibility.

Our Mission
People House provides an inclusive home for holistic health services including counseling, education and mindfulness by private practitioners and our Affordable Counseling Program.

Affordable Counseling
Holistic Practitioners
Groups & Workshops

Website: peoplehouse.org
Phone: 303-480-5130
Email: info@peoplehouse.org

@facebook.com/PeopleHouseDenver
@meetup.com/PeopleHouseDenver
@instagram.com/PeopleHouseDenver
@twitter.com/PeopleHouseCO

LGBTQ+ Friendly
BOYZTOWN
DENVER

HOME OF THE WORLD FAMOUS BOYZTOWN DANCERS

PATIO STAGE THURSDAY
8PM-11PM

PATIO STAGE FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
8PM-MIDNIGHT

FACE MASK REQUIRED TO ENTER THE BAR

BOYZTOWN DENVER

BOYZTOWNDENVER

117 BROADWAY - DENVER, COLORADO - (303)722-7373
Special Thanks to
Star Kirkland & Andrew Juarez
for an amazing run.

We welcome in the new reign with loving community arms.
Cheers to 48!

HAPPY CORONATION!
From your friends at

Denver SWEET
776 N. Lincoln St | Denver
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

EVENTS COORDINATOR  Alexander Sexton

CO-COORDINATOR  Johnny Romero

ICRME BOD  President, Travis McKeaigg

TREASURER  Leon F.

PROTOCOL  Alexander Sexton, Johnny Romero,
Brittney Michaels, Gabbriella But'zin

EMCESS  Jon Crenshaw, PR Ball 48
Brandi Roberts, Coronation 48

SET DESIGN  Alexander Sexton, Chyna Blue
Wave Audio

Floor Manager  Alexander Sexton, Johnny Romero

LIGHT & SOUND  Wave Audio, Ron Armijo

PROGRAM  Johnny Romero

SECURITY  Catch these hands. -the production crew

PLATINUM SPONSORS  ICRME Reigns 13, 15, 17, 18, 23, 26, 27, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 43